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5,000 attend Free Olympiad

12-year-old Ukrainian boy
granted political asylum in U.S.

ETOBICOKE, Ont. - Nearly 5,000
spectators watched as American and
Canadian athletes representing five
nations enslaved by the Soviet Union,
CHICAGO - Walter Polovchak, a on Saturday, July 20, at an emergency competed in the four-day Free Olym
12-year-old boy who said he did not hearing before the Circuit Court. On piad held here at the Centennial Park
want to return to the Soviet Union with Monday, July 21, Michael Landon, Sports Complex July 3-6.
Over 400 athletes of Ukrainian,
his parents, was granted political asylum INS district director for Chicago by the United States Immigration and acting on the recommendation of the Latvian, Lithuanian, Estonian and
Naturalization Service here on July 21. State Department — decided to ap Armenian descent took part in the
games, which were organized primarily
"1 would rather never again see my prove the request.
parents than leave Chicago. I want to
Walter's lawyer is Julian E. Kulas, to protest the exclusion of these and
stay here. I have new friends, a nice chairman of the Helsinki Monitoring other captive nations within the Soviet
school, a bicycle I fixed myself, and I Committee of Chicago and a member of Union from participation in the Olym
don't want to``be sent back," the young the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council. pic Games and other international
boy told Judge Joseph Mooney of the Mr. Kulas is also vice president of the sports competitions as distinct national
Cook County Circuit Court, Juvenile Chicago chapter of the Ukrainian entities.
Among the participants were several
Division, as be appealed for asylum.
Congress Committee of America.
"Here is better than my country," he
Mr. Kulas pointed out that the boy world-class athletes from the U.S. and
said.
should be allowed to remain perma Canadian Olympic teams who were
Walter emigrated from Ukraine in nently in the United States "because it unable to compete in Moscow because
January with bis parents Michael, 42, would be to his detriment to return" (to of the boycott and chose to represent
their ethnic groups in the Free Olym
and Anna, 38, sister Natalie, 17, and tbeUSSR)i
brother Michael, 6. Mr. and Mrs.
"They (the Soviets) might take action piad. Canadian Olympians Leo Rautins
Polovchak decided two weeks ago that against him now that he has shown he (basketball) and Regina Armonas (vol
they want to return to the Soviet Union, doesn't want to go. Certainly they leyball) competed for the Lithuanian
eportedly because they are dissatisfied would not treat him favorably,"he said. squad, while Ukrainian brothers Borys
with life in America.
The case of the 12-year-old seventh- and Lubomyr Chambul were members
Walter and Natalie, however, decided grader has been widely covered by the
that they wish to remain in the United national news media.
States.
In an interview published in the
Natalie, who has her own visa, went Chicago Tribune, the boy's father was
quoted as saying that the United States
to stay with relatives in Chicago.
Walter ran away upon learning of his had no right to take his son from him,
parents' plans and moved in with a even though the boy had asked for
cousin, Walter Polowczak, 24, a com political asylum.
puter engineer.
"Am I a drunkard? I am not. Do I
The police found Walter Friday, July starve my children? I do not.So who is
18, at the cousin's Chicago home and this government to take away my child?
took him to a district police station. But It is against the law and against the
when the father arrived to take the boy Constitution," said Mr. Polovchak.
home, police called the U.S. Depart
The Associated Press reported that
ment of State which issued a temporary when Walter left the courtroom after
order keeping the boy in the United the Saturday hearing, Mr. Polovchak
States until a court hearing could be had shouted in Ukrainian, "They're
held.
kidnapping my boy."
Walter appealed for political asylum
(Continued on page 3)

of the Ukrainian team. Borys holds the
Commonwealth record for the discus,
and Lubomyr,currently ranks fourth in
Canada in the shotput. Aldis Berzins
and Andrijs Dumpis, members of the
U nited States Olympic volleyball team,
joined the Estonian contingent.
The games, which included events in
track and field, volleyball, basketball
and soccer, provided a unique opportu
nity for men and women of the captive
nations to compete under their own
national emblems andflagsand to show
a unified opposition to Soviet hege
mony. The Free Olympiad gained wide
exposure in the local press and televi
sion.
The opening program took place at
an Olympic banquet held Thursday
evening, July 3, at the Ukrainian Cul
tural Center in Toronto. The keynote
speaker was Brigadier Gen. Dennis
Whitaker, who played a prominent role
in Canada's decision to boycott the
Moscow Olympics.
In his address, Gen. Whitaker, ho
norary chairman of the Free Olympiad,
(Continued on page 12)

Ukrainian Patriotic Movement calls
for Ukraine's secession from USSR
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian Pat
riotic Movement, a recently founded
human rights group in Ukraine, issued
its declaration in January calling for the
secession of Ukraine from the Soviet
Union "because every day that Ukraine
remains within the USSR leads us
:loser to our demise as a nation."
|The declaration, the first document
Jfthe` new group, was recently released
by the Committee for the Defense
Soviet Political Prisoners (a transtion from the original Ukrainian was
prepared by Adrian Karatnycky) and
published by Freedom Appeals, the
bimonthly journal of the Center of
Appeals for Freedom at Freedom
House.

The declaration was signed by a
number of knownrightsactivists, but in
view of the recent wave of repressions
directed against dissidents, their names
were not released.
The document has been authenti
cated, however, by Nadia Svitlychna, a
former dissident now residing in the
United States.
The full text of the Ukrainian Patrio
tic Movement's declaration follows.
Declaration
Eight years have passed since the
institutions of repression in the USSR
carried out a new pogrom against the
Ukrainian intelligentsia. After the
massive arrests in January 1972, hun(C ontinued on page It)

Ukrainian athletes who swept the triple jump event daring the presentation of
medals.
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Romaniuk describes camP conditions,
plight of religious believers
HELSINKI - The Rev. Vasyl Ro
maniuk gives a general description of
camp life, with special focus on the
plight of the faithful, in letter written in
exile in Yakutsk during the winter of
1979. These letters, currently circulating
in both the Ukrainian and Russian
samvydav, have reached the West, and
excerpts have been released here by the
Smoloskyp Ukrainian Information
Service.
Father Romaniuk described the
deportation prisons as being over
crowded and bug-infested. The con
voy's stops between stations can last
і anywhere from two days to two weeks.
The harsh climate of the Yakutsk SSR
takes its toll on people coming from the
south who have already been debilitated
by illness incurred at the Mordovian
camps, he noted.
The Rev. Romaniuk said he has given
a lot of consideration to the plight of
truly devout Christians. He says that the
oppressive measures against them are
twice as severe as those directed against
political prisoners. The faithful suffer at
the hands of the convoy and administra
tion, and criminals, who are not held
accountable for their actions. The
faithful are deprived of their crosses and
religious reading materials.
The tragedy of an atheistic society,
noted the Rev. Romaniuk, is the com
plete absence of humaneness, good-will
and compassion.
In reference to the world session of
the Council of Churches held in Nairo
bi, Kenya, in 1975, the Rev. Romaniuk
charged that the council did nothing to
improve the lot of the faithful and the
priests.' Father Romaniuk says that, і
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Oksana Meshko calls Melnyk's suicide
"act of protest" against lawlessness

given the censured, pre-programmed
HELSINKI - A statement by Oksa
in spite ot all this, he did not grow
nature of the Soviet delegations' ap na Meshko, a founding member of the apathetic toward events in the com
pearance, one cannot take Soviet repre Ukrainian Helsinki monitoring group, munity. He sent his critical thoughts
sentation at the council seriously.
dedicated to historian Mykhailo Mel- and views to editorial boards of the
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect in nyk, who committed suicide a day after Ukrainian press.
this matter is the well-intentioned but an intensive search of his home by the
He focused much attention" on the
naive stance of Western delegations KGB, was released here by the Smo- questions concerning the new Soviet
who let themselves be taken in by the loskyp Ukrainian Information Service. Constitution; prohibitions against cele
statements of the Soviet representatives
The statement, titled "In Lieu of an brating May 22, the day the body of the
regarding the freedom of religion and Obituary," waswritten March 12,1979, Kobzar was transported from St.
the equality of rights in the USSR.
three days after Melnyk's suicide. Petersburg to Kiev, and the punishment
The Rev. Romaniuk pointed out that Excerpts of the statement (in transla of people who, on this day, place
the regime no longer has to deal with the tion ftom the original Ukrainian) flowers near monuments to Shevcheninheritors of the traditions of Christian appear below.
ko in Kiev, Kaniv and Odessa; he sent
Russia but with a third generation
protest letters to newspapers in con
which has been brought up and formed
junction with the arrest of Lev Lukiain a spirit favorable to the regime.
nenko, a member of the Ukrainian
Helsinki group, and the sentencing of
Conditions in prison undermine both
We eulogize him, but not by his the Vasyl Ovsienko.
physical and psychological health. In
writing about medical services, the Rev. grave, because the KGB prevented his
Melnyk was a prolific correspondent
Romaniuk descibed medical care in the friends from bidding a final farewell and a sincere supporter of the Ukrain
camps as perfunctory, at best. He notes to their colleague — they did not even ian Helsinki group and the move for
that prisoners are severly undernou allow us to throw a handful of frozen democracy in the Soviet Union. This
rished. The quality of food is substan earth with a brotherly hand on the caused the KGB to begin its incessant
dard, and as such, it is frequently the untimely grave of the hunted-down, harassment.
cause of stomach ailments which are victimized young historian and former
Mykhailo, our friend. You fought
usually incurred in the early phase of graduate student, Mykhailo Melnyk.
untiringly and for a long time imprisonment.
On the eve of the International Day searching for truth and a comrade's
According to medical service regula of the Woman, after a devastating shoulder in a unequal battle.
tions, only prisoners suffering from search conducted under the auspices of
Your protest against the infringement
tuberculosis and ulcers qualify for the KGB, Melnyk killed himself at his of human rights- the act of suicide — is
special diets. Father Romaniuk noted. home in the village of Pohreby, Kiev an act of protest, showing that you left
Any complaints regarding medical oblast, leaving behind his wife Halia behind lawlessness and totalitarianism;
services or treatment result in solitary and two young daughters, Oksana and this act also shows self-destruction for
confinement, corporal punishment, Donna.
the good of your countrymen who are
rehabilitation sessions, threats ancUthe
A person was killed. His literary work still living and fighting today and are
revocation of rights to receive visits and was confiscated for being anti-Soviet, na being persecuted for good deeds, good
packages.
tionalistic, or, in other words, harmful. hearts and the bravery which keeps
The Rev. Romaniuk said that
them from giving in and cultivating evil
letters sent to him by his fellow country
The work of his pen was the one in our suffering land.
men as well as by friends abroad were release and joy in fab cheated life.
We arejchoked by tears and, grief for
confiscated.
Melnyk was barred from continuing his
graduate work two months before he you^.We bow our heads before you...
And reply on your behalf in response
was to finish. Unofficially, his rights to
teach were revoked, and the Ukrainian to the question: "What do you ask of
pariah was forced to support his family people?" — love.
by doing heavy manual labor and
The earth is your pen, dear friend
working as a night watchman.
Mykhailo!

Administrator of Solzhenitsyn Fund
is target of threats, blackmail

NEW YORK - Natalia Solzhenit- medicinee and magazine subsciptions.
syn, president of a Soviet prisoners'aid
Khodorovich, 42, a construction
fund established by her Nobel Prize- engineer, is the most recent administra
winning husband, revealed recently that tor of the fund, who assumed this
the fund's administrator, Sergei Kho responsibility along with Malva Landa
dorovich, has been the target of a death and Mrs. Ginzburg in the fall of 1977,
threat and a blackmail attempt, accord after the arrest of Ginzburg, who was
ing to Freedom Appeals, a bimonthy the first administrator. Landa is cur
publication of Freedom House. Mrs. rently serving a five-year sentence of
Solzhenitsyn termed the threat a typical exile in Kazakhstan,and Mrs. Ginzburg
KGB attempt to "initiate anonymous emigrated in February of this year to
letters from alleged criminals demand join her husband in the West.
ing thousands of rubles from the fund
Khodorovich did not comply with the
under threat of murder."
demand, but, according to Mrs. Solzhe
The note demanded 5,000 rubles and nitsyn, he has since been under constant
added "if I don't get the money, youll surveillance by the KGB. "A campaign
get a knife in the side." Similar threats of arrests, blackmail and intimidation
were received by other past administra unprecedented since 1956 has been
tors of the Russian Social Fund, in launched in the USSR by the authori
cluding Aleksandr Ginzburg and his ties to exert all-out pressure by de
wife Irina. "These methods have been priving even the families of political
mastered by the KGB," said Mrs. prisoners of any help," she said.
Solzhenitsyn in a statement given to
Following is the text of the note
Freedom House. In the Soviet Union, which was transmitted to Khodorovich
common criminals usually do not make by an unidentified man:
such attempts at blackmail or extortion.
"We know that you can help us. Our
Freedom House explained.
(position is not envious. After you do
The fund was formally established by your time, youll understand. Don't try
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in April 1974, to guess who put me on to find you. For
two months after he was expelled from the time being, I need 5,000 (rubles).
the USSR. All worldwide royalties
"I know that you're not going to call
from his book "Gulag Archipelago" are the cops because you're not clean
donated to the fund, which helps an yourself, and I have nothing to lose.
average of 700 political prisoners and After we- get the job done. 111 return
their families each year. Children and the money. Give the money to your old
aged parents of prisoners receive 40 lady within the nest three days.
rubles per month, wives of prisoners are
"On May 23. a man is going to come
given money for parcels and trips to up to the newsstand and ask whether
labor camps and places of exile, arid Sergei has left a package for Stepan.
Tump sum donations are given to desti There will be no threats, but if I don4
tute prisoners upon their release. Funds get the money, youll get a knife in the
are also available to prisoners for side."

Adventist leader Haletsky arrested
MOSCOW - Rostyslav Haletsky,
the 31-year-old Ukrainian leader of the
Seventh Day Adventists, was recently
arrested by the KGB at the Leningrad
train station, news services reported on
the basis of dissident sources.
Haletsky was in hiding for the past
five years, evading the KGB. During
this time he preached among the Adven
tists and was engaged in organizing
activity.
Haletsky succeed Vladimir Shelkov
as leader of the Adventists upon the
letter's death at the age of 83 in a
concentration camp. Shelkov had spent

23 years in prisons and camps for his
religious convictions.
The exact number of Adventists in
the USSR is not available, yet it is
known that they constitute a formidable
group with a well-organized and active
membership.
The Seventh Day Adventists are a
particular target of KGB persecution
because they are known for taking a
strong stand against government inter
ference in religion.
Recently more than 30 Adventists
have been prosecuted by the courts and
exiled to remote areas of the USSR.
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Ukrainians greef pope in Brazil
NEW YORK - Ukrainians were
among the nearly 1 million people who
recently flocked to Curitiba, Brazil, to
see Pope John Paul II.
In the July 15 issue of Nowy Dziennik, the Polish daily newspaper pub
lished here, Maceij Feldhusen described
the visit of Pope John Paul to Curitiba
and the Pope's emotional meetings
there with Polish, Ukrainian and other
peoples in this center of Slavic immi
gration in the province of Parana.

"A representative of each ethnic
group went up to the altar and voiced a
short prayer. After this, the bishop of
the eastern Ukrainian Church (Joseph
Martenetz OSBM) spoke to the pope in
Ukrainian, declaring his filial devotion
to the Holy See in the name of 200,000
Ukrainians living in Parana and in the
name of the silent church (in Ukraine)
— those millions of his brothers who
were not given the fortune of meeting
with the pope.
"The bishop asked the pope to bless
the cornerstone of the Eastern rite
cathedral to be built in Curitiba."
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GOP adopts planks on
captive nations, ethnicity

DETROIT - At the Republican knowledge of English to become pro
National Convention held here on July ficient in it while maintaing their own
13-17, the GOP Platform Committee language and cultural heritage."
adopted a plank which pledged "con
The foreign policy plank also out
tinued support for the people of Cuba lined the GOP`s commitment to press
and the captive nations of Central and the Soviet Union on implementing the
Eastern Europe in their hope to achieve U.N. Declaration on Human Rights
self-determination," and criticized the and the Helsinki Accords, asserting that
Carter administration for its "policy of "a Republican administration will press
misleading the American people about the Soviet Union to end its harassment
The following excerpt from the arti
Soviet policies and behavior,"
and imprisonment of those who speak
cle describes the pope's visit to the city
The convention, which coincided in opposition to official policy, (and)
on his third day in Brazil.
with Captive Nations Week, also en who seek to worship according to their
"On the morning of the third day,
dorsed a plank which promised a strong religious beliefs."
almost 1 million people waited for the
commitment to preserving the values
Commenting on the platform, Dr.
holy father in the large plaza of the city.
and culture of all ethnic Americans, and Lev Dobriansky, UCCA president and
All groups of immigrants — Poles and
pledged an expanded and meaningful chairman of the National Captive
Ukrainians, Germans and Austrians,
role for ethnic groups in the formula Nations Committee stated that "the
Italians and Spaniards, Hungarians and
NEW YORK - Yuri Yarym-Aga tion of government policy.
platform has raised solid points which
Romanians, Japanese and Koreans and yev, 32-year-old physicist and member
The platform said in part: The time reflect the convictions of Americans
Lebanese - all gathered to see Pope of the Moscow Helsinki monitoring has come to go beyond the ritual regarding U.S. foreign policy toward
John Paul II.
group, arrived here on Thursday, July election-year praise given to ethnic our natural allies — the captive nations
Americans. We must make them an of the world," according to a National
"The pope spoke in the Portugese, 17.
Mr. Yarym-Agayev was forced to integral part of government policy."
Italian, German, Ukrainian and PolishRepublican Heritage Groups Council
languages, pointing out the importance emigrate from the USSR by Soviet
In a related area, the platform strong press release.
of each ethnic group in the evolution of authorities as part of a pre-Olympic ly supported efforts to maintain ethnic
Dr. Dobriansky is one of the 67
their new Brazilian homeland. Re campaign to remove dissidents and diversity in American society, calling political activists appointed to serve as
curring applause and chants interrupted other "undesirables" from Olympic for effective local educational programs advisers to Gov. Ronald Regan on
the pope's words. The people chanted, cities.
"to enable those lacking a functional foreign policy and defense matters.
'Stay here with us.'The pope smiled and
The dissident was told to leave the
replied, `I cannot, because St. Peter Soviet Union before the opening of the
chose Rome. But for today, St. Peter Summer Olympic Games or face arrest.
chose Curitiba.'
The Games began on Saturday, July 19.

Yuri Yarym-Agayev
arrives in New York

school, where she had one year's train
ing in English.
According to the Tribune, the 17- (Continued from page I)
Speaking through an interpreter, he year-old girl said that if her brother is
later said: "This is a free country. It is a forced to go back with her parents "he
good country. But ^ want to go home. will be punished there. He can have no
Children should stay with their pa good education or job and will be
followed for the rest of his life for
rents."
The Tribune reported that Mr. speaking out against the Soviet Union
Kulas, Walter's attorney, had said that this way."
the father resented his older children's
The Soviets have insisted that the
new-found love for the United Suites Polovchaks return with their two sons
and was reportedly promised a better "because it will make them look bad
job by the Soviet Embassy if he return that the children want to stay in the
ed.
United States," Mr. Kulas told the
The family had arrived in Chicago on newspaper. "They don't like to loose
January 4 and moved in with Mr. citizens for love of this country."
Polovchak's sister. Mr. Polovchak got
Meanwhile in Washington, at the
a job at a factory, and his wife worked as Soviet Embassy, Valentin Kamenev, a
a cleaning lady for a hospital.
counselor, called the case "very strange"
"It wasn't long before we were leav and said that the courts had no place in
ing," Natalie, the oldest of the Polov the matter.
chak children, told the Tribune. "He
"Our position is that a 12-year-old
(the father) hated it here and wanted to should not be able to tell his parents
go back. He told me he did not care if I what he wants to do," Mr. Kamenev
stayed. And he wouldn't care about said. "He does what they say," the
Walter either, except that Walter's hope Chicago Tribune quoted him as saying.
for asylum here is keeping our father
The granting of political asylum
from leaving."
separates Walter from his family's
Walter told the Chicago Sun-Times passport, Mr. Kulas explained.
that he would not miss his parents if
they went back.
Custody to be deckled
He said his father often "complained
However, a final custody hearing has
about his work here, and that he
couldn't speak the language, and that been scheduled for Wednesday, July 30,
the food had chemicals in it. There's to determine whether Walter will be
placed in the custody of one of his two
nothing he likes here."
As for Walter, one of the things he aunts who live in the United States or
said he likes best here is "the way they returned to his parents.
Mr. Kulas told The New York Times
teach."
"In the Soviet Union, you aren't on Monday, July 21, that he would be
allowed to learn as much about other looking into the question of whether
countries. 1 always heard people here Walter's asylum would still prevail even
if the Polovchaks were granted custody
lived very badly," he explained.
Walter's sister told the Chicago of him at the final custody hearing.
"He now has independent status as
Tribune, "I'm not worried about me."
She said she fears that her brother will an immigrant in this country," Mr.
be returned to the USSR against his Kulas said, "and he has the same rights
as any legal immigrant no matter what
will.
4We love the schools here. And the the courts may say about whether his
people. And the church. I know we can parents have custody of him."
He added that the Immigration and
be free to choose our futures here. This
country has so much opportunity — not Naturalization Service was providing
like Ukraine," said Natalie, a sopho 24-hour protection for Walter and Nata
more at Schurz High School. She had lie who are staying with a Ukrainian
already graduated from a Soviet high American family in the area.
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Trudeau invited
to address
UCC congress

Rochester committee
prepares petitions
on Madrid Conference

WINNIPEG Prime Minister
Pierre E. Trudeau has been invited to be
the keynote speaker at the 13th
Congress of the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee which will take place here at
the Winnipeg Inn October 11-13.
Mr. Trudeau was asked to speak at
the congressional banquet on October
11. He was the main speaker at the 10th
UCC Congress, held in October 1971.
Parallel conferences held on the
occasion of the 13th Congress will take
place on October 10 and 12.
The registration fee for delegates to
the congress and guests is S60. This
includes registration, tickets to the
banquet, a concert, luncheon, a
congress book and other materials.
Delegates from the Ukrainian
Canadian Students Union (SUSK) and
other youth organizations which are
member-organizations of the UCC will
receive a SI0 refund per delegate after
the lists of their delegations have been
reviewed.
The UCC announced that the
Winnipeg Inn is offering a special
discount rate for delegates of S35 per
room, per night (single or double
occupancy). Special room registration
forms have been sent to UCC branches.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. - Members of
the Rochester-based Americans for
Human Rights in Ukraine are collecting
signatures for three petitions addressed
to Sen. Jacob Javits, Sen. Patrick
Moynihan and theirrepresentativesin
the House in connection with the
approaching Madrid Conference.

Dudko reported
in poor health
WHEATON, 111. - The Rev. Dmitri
Dudko, the Russian Orthodox priest
whose "confession" to slander of the
Soviet state and dissemination of antiSoviet materials was recently televised,
is resting outside of Moscow and is in
very poor physical condition, reported
the Keston News Service here, quoting a
"reliable source" in the Soviet Union.
The source told the news service that
the clergyman has lost over 40 pounds
and is in a state of deep depression.
Keston News Service cautioned that
the circumstances surrounding the Rev.
Dudko's "confession" are still not clear.

The petitions point out that the
Soviet Union is not complying with the
provisions of the Helsinki Accords,
which guarantee full humanrightsto all
citizens of the 35 signatory nations.
The Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine is asking the federal govern
ment to review all nations' compliance
with the accords and to demand a
general amnesty for all Ukrainian
political prisoners in the Soviet Union.
Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine was organized in Rochester a
year ago. The group has been active in
helping families of Ukrainian political
prisoners in the Soviet Union and in
lobbying the U.S. government to insist
that the Soviet Union adhere to its
international obligations.
The group is asking for support
regarding its petitions project. Anyone
willing to help is asked to contact Dr.
Roman Tratch at the telephone number
listed for the UkrainianStudies School
in Rochester.

Rubin named head
of Oriental congregation
VATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul
II has named Polish Cardinal Wladislaw Rubin, 62, as prefect of the Con
gregation for Oriental Churches, the
Vatican announced June 27, reported
the Associated Press.
Cardinal Rubin replaces French
Cardinal Pierre Paul Phillipe, who has
reached the mandatory retirement age
of 75.
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Reagan meets with nationalities chairmen UNA executives meet at Main Office

Gov. and Mrs. Ronald Reagan met with George Nesterczuk, advisory board
director with the nationalities division for the Reagan for President campaign, and
other key state nationalities chairmen at a recent Heritage Convention held in
Cleveland. The nationalities division is working with 25 ethnic groups to provide
support for the Reagan candidacy. Gov. Reagan has committed himself to a major
effort among ethnic groups. "The 1980s must be the decade when the ethnic
American is not only seen but heard, not only in his neighborhoods but in the
councils of government...not as a passive recipient of government policies but as a
shaper of those policies," he said.

Slavic convention hopes to build
power by uniting ethnic groups
BALTIMORE - The first Slavic
American National Convention, which
will be held here at the convention
center and nearby areas on August 2224, is expected to bring in more than
1.000 delegates representing 35 national
organizations, 11 nationalities and
one international group, Jews for
Czecho-Slovakia, which is based in
London, reported the Baltimore Sun.
This convention, wrote Frank P.L.
Somerville of the Sun, is being held on
the "largely untried assumption that
fiercely independent and fragmented
nationalistic groups in this country
could be united and strengthened by
their common heritage."
Organizing the convention is the Rev.
Ivan Dornic, the 47-year-old pastor of
St. Michael's ' Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Fells Point, Md. He is also
the administrator of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church of Ss. Peter and Paul
in Curtis Bay, Md.

Father Dornic told the Sun he
believes that new-found strength by the
Slavic groups could prevent the recur
rences of international catastrophes like
the Soviet invasion of Czecho-Slovakia
in 1968, when President Lyndon B.
Johnson — not feeling any pressure from
Slavic Americans — failed to talk tough
to the Soviets, "giving them the green
light to invade."
The Baltimore Sun reported that the
convention will feature Saturday work
shops, with panels of nationally known
writers, teachers, community activists
and politicians, on the subject of politics,
human rights, education, inter-Slavic
relations, community development and
the Holocaust. The last will concern
itself largely with non-Jewish victims,
and will be conducted without the
desired Jewish participation. Father
Dornic explained, because the date falls
on the Sabbath.

Historical association publishes biography
of Goldelman, prominent Ukrainian Jew
KENT, Ohio - The Ukrainian His
torical Association recently published a
monograph which contributes to the
scholarship in the area of UkrainianJewish relations - Lev Bykovsky's
"Solomon I. Goldelman: A Portrait of a
Politician and Educator (1885-1974); A
Chapter in Ukrainian-Jewish Relations."
The book is comprised of three
sections: the first gives an overview of
the life and work of this notable activist
in the government of the Ukrainian
National Republic and professor at
Ukrainian institutions of higher learn
ing in Czecho-Slovakia. This section is
subdivided into the four periods of Mr.
Goldelman's life, beginning with the
"Ukrainian Period, I885-I920"and
ending with the "Palestine-Israeli Pe
riod" during which Mr. Goldelman
worked with various Ukrainian scholar
ly associations.
The. second section contains impor
tant source materials on Ukrainian-

Jewish relations, including Symon
Petliura`s statement regarding the po
groms in Ukraine, documents of the
government of the Ukrainian National
Republic regarding Ukrainian Jews as
well as Mr. Goldelman's reminiscence
on what he calls his "Ukrainian period."
The third section gives a selected
bibliography and index.
Pie book is edited by Lubomyr R.
Wynar, translated into English by O.
Kraus and copy-edited by Tatianna
Gajecky.
The book appears on the occasion of
the 15th anniversary of the Ukrainian
Historical Association. Proceeds from
the sale of the book will go toward the
publications fund of The Ukrainian
Historian.
The book may be purchased for S8
from The Ukrainian Historian,, P.O.
Box/312, Kent, Ohio 44240. \ .., `,\

JERSEY CITY, N.J. The
Supreme Executive Committee of the
Ukrainian National Association held its
regular meeting here at the UNA
Building on July 18. During the daylong
session, committee members submitted
reports on UNA activities during the
first half of this year.
Among the topics discussed were the
campaign to increase subscriptions
to The Ukrainian Weekly and
the selection of a site for the 1982
UNA Convention. Zenon Snylyk,
editor-in-chief of Svoboda, reported on
the work of the Svoboda Press since he
assumed the editorial post, and Dr.
Myron Kuropas, director of the
Ukrainian C u l t u r a l " Courses at
Soyuzivka, submitted his report on this
year's program.
The meeting was opened and chaired
by Supreme President John Flis, with
the following in attendance: Sen. Paul
Yuzyk, Supreme Director for Canada;
Mr. Kuropas, Supreme Vice President;
Walter Sochan, Supreme Secretary;
Ulana Diachuk, Supreme Treasurer,
and Wasyl Orichowsky, Supreme
Organizer. Supreme Vice President
Mary Dushnyck was unable to attend
the meeting.
Supreme Treasurer's report
Mrs. Diachuk, first spoke about
investments made during the time-span
covered by her report. The investments
were unanimously approved by the
Supreme Executive Committee.
She then presented income figures:
SI,529,000 in membership dues was
collected during the first six months of
this year, 5909,264 in interest from
bonds as of the end of May, and
5909,264 collected on mortgages over
the same five-month period.
Expenditures over this five-month
period were not markedly different
from the figures of the preceding year.
Cash surrenders increased by 528,000
and totalled SI56,157. Death benefits
paid out were almost identical with last
year's, totalling S311.704. Payments for
matured promissory notes totalled

Ukrainian Library Ass'n
holds elections meeting
NEW YORK - The general elec
tions meeting of the Ukrainian Library
Association of America took place here
at the Shevchenko Scientific Society
headquarters on Sunday, June 29.
After hearing reports, participating
in discussions and adopting resolutions,
conference participants elected Mykola
Kravchuk president.
The new executive board is composed
of: Dr. Dmytro Shtohryn, vice-presi
dent and president-elect; Ruta Halibey,
secretary; Wasyl Nadraga, treasurer,
Anna Pankiv-Cherin, press secretary;
Bohdan Yasinsky, bulletin secretary;
Dr. Wasyl Luchkiw and Roman Dmyterko, members. Dr. Roman Drazniowsky, Omelian Basiuk, Dr. Andriy Turchyn and Dr. Alexander Sokolyszyn
are also members of the executive
board.
Elected to the auditing committee
were: Christine Turcheniuk, chairman;
Dr. Peter Gnoy and Maria Lazarchuk,
members.
Taking part in the meeting were
delegates from New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois, Wash
ington, Massachusetts, Florida, Cali
fornia, Arizona and the District of
Columbia.
On the day preceding the elections, a
conference of archivists and .librarians
was held.', і

S372.239 and dividend payments to
members totalled ' 5530,690. Salaries
for workers in the main office totalled
5137.720.
At the end of May, UNA assets
totalled 544,766,252, increasing in 1980
by 5730,040 as compared to last year's
increase of S696,625 during thefirstfive
months.
Income at Svoboda over a six-month
1980 period totalled 5392,864. This is a
538,438 increase over the previous year.
For its' members, the UNA covered
5188,600 of Svoboda expenses, an
increase of 510,000 over the previous
year.
Subscriptions to The Ukrainian
Weekly were received in the sum of
517,550, which is S 14,281 more than the
previous year. Advertising brought in
56,000 less, but for printing work.
Svoboda press received 54,150 more
than during the same period of the
previous year.
Members and subscribers sent in
526,687 for the almanac, SI 1,084 more
than last year. Donations to the press
fund totalled 57,961, which is an
increase of 53,628 from the previous
year.
Svoboda expenses increased by
S35.000, bringing the total to 5390,746.
The increase of costs was accounted for
by editorial, administrative and
printshop salaries, postage for
newspaper delivery, and paper and
other material costs. Rent collected in the Ukrainian
Building totalled 5818,656 for the first
half of 1980, while for the same period
last year S766.667 was received. The
cost of parking spots in the buildingalso
increased, while interest,earned,on
savings decreased by 53,173. Total
expenses for the first half of 1980 were:
5717,007, that is, 585,930 more than the
previous year. Payroll expenses and the
cost of heating fuel and electricity
increased.
Loans in the sum of 5293,000 were
paid back to members and banks. This
was a 536,218 increase over the previous
year. The Ukrainian National Urban
Renewal Corporation still owes
5126,593.75 on loans taken out last
year. The loans for the Ukrainian
Building came to S8 million. A sum of
53,877,825 was borrowed from
members in the form of promissory
notes. The loan from the bank was for
51,470,000.
Soyuzivka, which had not yet begun
its season at the time the report was
given, showed a total of 5120,725 in
income and S90.682 in expenses.
Supreme Secretary's report
Mr. Sochan's report covered the first
six months of 1980 and gave totals of
new members organized, changes in
membership and the status of UNA
membership as of June 30. In six
months, branch secretaries and
organizers enrolled 977 new members,
which number included 304 juveniles.
534 adults and 139 ADD certificate
holders. In 1979 during the same period.
1,212 new members were organized.
Among losses, the largest was
occasioned by cash surrenders resulting
from the economic situation. Suspen
sions accounted far a lesser loss. Matur
ed endowments (429) and fully paid-up
certificates in Class P (396) were respec
tively 60 and 64 less than during the
previous year, while the number of
deaths (502) increased by 22 over 1979.
Total UNA membership stood at 85,033
as of June 30, with active membership
numbering 63,811. In the first six
months of, 1980^ tojaj. UNA member(C'onlinucd on page 5) j
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UNA executives...
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ship decreased by 895 members and
active membership by 1,024 members.
The Supreme Secretary further reported on the services rendered by the
Recording Department to secretaries,
organizers and to individual members,
and on the correspondence carried on
with secretaries, organizers, members
and prospective members. He reported
on progress in the preparation of
minutes of the meetings of the Supreme
Executive Committee and of the annual
Supreme Assembly, as well as on
supplying Svoboda with articles on
UNA news and photographs of newly
enrolled young members.
Mr. Sochan reported on his participation, as lecturer, in the training
courses for UNA secretaries and organizers; on his cooperation with the
University of Minnesota regarding
research on ethnic fraternals. He also
spoke about his interview with an
expert on fraternal insurance, James
Ballew and on assisting film producer
Slavko Nowytski in his work on UNA
Films.
A detailed report was given by the
Supreme Secretary regarding his cooperation with actuaries and on problems arising in this area because the
present UNA actuaries are unable to
devote sufficient time to the UNA`s
planned revision of dividend payments,
a complete revision of UNA certificates
and to new classes of insurance, as well
as to advising on new laws and requirements of various state insurance departments. Mr. Sochan reviewed the meeting between the UNA Executive Committee and another actuary, who is
employed by various other fraternal
insurance companies. , Supreme Organizer's report
Mr. Orichowsky, UNA Supreme
Organizer, reported that 977 new members were recruited during the first six
months of 1980, and were insured for
the sum of 52,440,000. This number
included 139 ADD certificates. In
Canada 154 new members were insured
for the sum of S453,000. Of this total 36
were ADD certificates.
Mr. Orichowsky pointed out that
field organizing activity has undergone ` setbacks in view of the general
economic situation as well as the indifference of the Ukrainian community.
The numerous letters sent to branch
secretaries and district executive boards
have not elicited positive responses. Mr.
Orichowsky also alluded to the noticeable slackening of interest in community work.
Districts which have been most successful in organizing work to date are:
Philadelphia, which has 40 branches,
has fulfilled 33 percent of its quota by
recruiting 140 members; Detroit, 20
branches, fulfilled 41 percent of its
quota by recruiting 86 members; Toronto, 22 branches, fulfilled 32 percent of
its quota by recruiting 68 members;
Newark, 22 branches, fulfilled 40 percent of its quota by recruiting 67
members; New York, 33 branches,
fulfilled 19 percent of its quota by
recruiting 66 members.
the Montreal District, which has
already met 51 percent of its quota, is
leading in organizing work.
Detroit secretaries Roman Tatarsky
and Dr. Atanas Sliusarchuk have been
most successful in organizing work.
Mr. Orichowsky stated that the most
significant event in the Organizing
Department was the course for secretaries and organizers held in June at
Soyuzivka, with 29 persons in attendance.
,V. v WVAVJV.V . `

Mr. Orichowsky expressed his gratitude to the speakers at the course: Mr.
Flis, Mr. Sochan, Mrs. UlanaDiachuk,
Senior Field Organizer Stefan Hawrysz
and Wolodymyr Litynsky.
These courses have been most successful, noted Mr. Orichowsky, pointing out that, in June, those who attended recruited 43 new members, insured
for the sum of 5106,000. They have also
sent in 10 applications for July. Since
the beginning of the year, the course
participants have recruited a total of
106 new members.
Districts have already been informed
of plans to hold short-term courses on
the district level.
In his report Mr. Orichowsky stressed that the greatest problem is a lack of
organizers and that such organizers
should be found among Ukrainian
youths. Young people should be made
aware that the UNA, in addition to
being a professional insurance company, offers numerous other fraternal
benefits.
Canadian director's report
Sen. Yuzyk, Supreme Director for
Canada, presented a brief report on the
meeting of the UNA Canadian Representation which took place on July 12.
The meeting dealt with a number of
topics concerning the UNA in Canada
as well as with the celebrations marking
the 85th anniversary of the UNA slated
to be held in Toronto some time in
September. A banquet and concert
program are scheduled to mark the
occasion.
It was also suggested at the meeting
that the expense of sending a large UNA
delegation to the Ukrainian festival in
Dauphin .was not warranted, and that
only two,representatives of the UNA,
Supreme President. Mr. Flis and Supreme Auditor Ivan Hewryk would
attend.
Sen. Yuzyk also reported that the
members of the UNA Canadian Representation agreed that the UNA should
send a larger representation to the
upcoming congress of the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee, and that UNA
Canadian Representation members
form part of the delegation.
In addition, Sen. Yuzyk offered to
assist UNA Supreme Organizer Mr.
Orichowsky in his upcoming campaign trip to Western Canada, and suggested that the trip be scheduled for late
September.
He also expressed his willingness to
help gather material for a proposed
book on the UNA in Canada which will
be co-authored by Wasyl Didiuk, UNA
Supreme Advisor, and Bohdan Zorych,
director of the UNA's Canadian Office.
The two are currently waiting for the
UNA Executive Committee to allocate
the necessary funds to cover expenses of
the preparatory stages of the project
and to facilitate the compilation of
materials for the book.
In closing. Sen. Yuzyk said that a
book of statistical data on Ukrainians in
Canada, based on the national census
and government documents, was recently published. Sen. Yuzyk said he
helped compile information for the book.
Supreme Vice President's report

history of Ukraine designed for young
people.
In his capacity as director of the
Ukrainian Cultural Courses at Soyuzivka, Dr. Kuropas reported that courses will begin on July 2, that there are
already 17 applicants and that around
30 are expected to enroll.
The teaching staff at the courses
includes: Dr. Kuropas, Lesia Kuropas,
Michael Wawryshyn, Halya Wawryshyn and George Dzurawetz.
Dr. Kuropas suggested that the
courses get more coverage in Svoboda
and The Ukrainian Weekly.
Supreme President's report
Mr. Flis commenced his report by
extending greetings to the recently
elected editor-in-chief of Svoboda, Mr.
Snylyk and commending the work of
the Svoboda editorial staff which, nc
said, has gotten off to a good start since
the recent Supreme Assembly meeting.
Mr. Flis noted that there still remains
the problem of a lack of type-setters in
the Svoboda printshop, and he said that
efforts should be made so that printing
of books begins on the recently acquired
printing press.
Preparations for the opening of the
summer season at Soyuzivka were
delayed due to lack of. student applications for summer jobs.
The tennis camp, which was attended
by 72 youths, was a success. The boys'
camp had 23 participants and the girls'
camp had 30. So far, there have been 17
applicants for the Ukrainian Cultural
Courses but the number may increase
since many apply in the last minute,
reported the Supreme President.
The UNA Building still has space
available for rent on the 10th floor
(6,800 square feet) and commercial
space on the 1st (ground) floor (3,000
square feet). The current PATH strike
(subway system between New York and
New Jersey) has contributed to the
slowdown in rentals. The upcoming
renewal of leases will provide an occasion to raise the rent to 59.25 and 59.50
per square foot. The increase in rent will
become effective August 1 of this year.
Ht will increase income from the UNA
Building.
Mr. Flis went on to report on his
attendance at a meeting of the UNA
senior members, where the matter of a
senior citizens' home was discussed; and
gave information on the meeting of the
UNA Cultural Commission held on
July 11 at the Main Office.
He also reported on the signing of a
contract with film producer Slavko
Nowytski, who is planning a trip to
Dauphin to make a documentary film
of the festival.
Mr. Flis also commented on meetings
with Gov. Ronald Reagan and VicePresident Walter Mondale.
Svoboda editor-in-chiefs report

Mr. Snylyk noted that it was difficult
for him to report on the Svoboda Press
because he has served as Svoboda
editor-in-chief for only seven to eight
Dr. Kuropas, Supreme Vice-Presi- weeks. He said that he would like to
dent, reported on his participation as take advantage of the opportunity
UNA representative in a meeting of the afforded by the meeting to thank all
Ukrainian National Credit Union Asso- members of the Supreme Executive
ciation and in an event hosted by the Committee for their faith in his abilities
All-Ukrainian Evegelical Baptist Fel- and for inviting him to attend the
lowship honoring the Rev. Georgi Vins. meeting.
Mr. Snylyk said that he is trying to
Dr. Kuropas suggested that, in view
of the fact that his book, "Saga of switch from the English to the UkrainUkraine," has already sold out its first ian language in doing editorial work.
edition, a second printing of this volume He reported that he is also trying not to
be undertaken. He added that, if there burden the Supreme Executive Comwas further interest, he would be willing mittee with editorial matters and that he
to write a third .volume of this brief is attempting to depersonalize Svoboda

because he feels that the position of
editor-in-chief is not, in arid of itself,
very important and that the editor-inchief should not find himself subject to
pressure from outside forces, but should
act professionally in editing the daily.
The Ukrainian Weekly, rcportedthe
editor-in-chief, has reached a circulation of over 5,500 since the change in the
newspaper's subscription system and if
now the largest ot all Ukrainian weeklies (be they Ukrainian-language or
English-language). He said he attributes
the rise in circulation not to assimilation, but sees it as an expression of
commendation for The Weekly's good
work. He noted that Svoboda must
follow the example set by The Weekly.
Mr. Snylyk reported that he wants
to Ukrainianize the contents of Svoboda by running more news about Ukraine and Ukrainians on the front
page, because this is the main function
of the newspaper, and by running news
from around the world but presenting it
from a Ukrainian viewpoint As an
example be cited news stories about
Afghanistan which stressed the similarities of that country's fate to that of
Ukraine.
The Ukrainian Weekly, according to
Mr. Snylyk, found itself in a critical
situation after the resignation of Ihor
Dlaboha, but Roma Sochan Hadzewycz, a young journalist, handled the
situation well, and the quality of The
Weekly did not suffer. Now Mrs.
Hadzewycz publishes the newspaper
with the help of two full-time editorial
staff members and one part-time editorial assistant, a journalism student
The Svoboda editorial staff now
consists of four full-time editors in
addition to Mr. Snylyk and one parttime editor,
Decisions
After discussing the reports and other
matters, the Supreme Executive Committee decided the following.
" Minutes of the meetings of the
Supreme Executive Committee will be
prepared in such a way that reports and
decisions are included without citing the
discussions over these matters. The
minutes will be filed in the archives and
major points will be made available to
the general public through Svoboda
and The Ukrainian Weekly.
'Sen. Yuzyk, Supreme Director for
Canada, and Supreme Auditor Ivan
Hewryk were chosen UNA delegates to
the upcoming congress of the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee. During the congress, the UNA will sponsor a cocktail
party for all Soyuz activists, taking part
in the congress.
' Preparations will begin of materials for the forthcoming book on the
UNA in Canada, which will be edited by
Sen. Yuzyk, Supreme Advisor Wasyl
Didiuk and the director of the Canadian
Office, Bohdan Zorych. After appropriate discussions, the sum of money
necessary for collecting and preparing
materials for print will be allocated.
' A second edition (1,000 copies) of
thefirstvolume of "Saga of Ukraine," a
history book for youngsters will be
printed. Discussions will be held with
UNA Supreme Vice President, Dr.
Kuropas, the author of the first two
volumes of the history book, concerning the possibility of his preparing a
third volume. This third volume of
"Saga of Ukraine" would cover history
up to the present 20th century.
' The next meeting of the Supreme
Executive Committee will take place on
November 1 in the Main Office of the
UNA in Jersey City.
' Discussions of the possibility of
holding the next UNA conference in
Rochester will be continued. Rochester
hotel have thus far offered the best
conditions for the convention.
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And where were the adults?
It has become rather fashionable on the part of some perennial critics in
our community to ask "where is our youth?" when young people fail to show
up at a given event or program that is frequently quite incongruous with their
interests and pursuits. To be sure, in some instances it is justifiable, as our
young people being just that, young people, tend to be a bit lex in living up to
the rigors of our organized life. We do not wish to be their apologists,
however, for it is difficult to find persuasive argumentation for a young man
or woman of high school or college age to attend a meeting at a time when the
Superbowl, or the World Series, or the Stanley Cup finals are being shown on
national television. Rather than force our youth to attend our programs with
a curse under their breaths, the planners would do well to consider some, if
not all, extraneous factors as potential causes rather than post mortem
scolding effects.
Especially since the question can be reversed, as it has been on many an
occasion. Our young people have shown initiative, planned a program or
event, publicized it often with borrowed money, appealed to the adults - and
yet with the exception of some of their peers and a few grandmothers, the
adults have stayed away.
The latest example of this rather odious malaise was the Free Olympiad
staged in Etobicoke, Ont., by five ethnic groups, including our own. Close to
300 youthful competitors vied in this symbolically as well as athletically
important event in which organizers, Canadian media people and friends
outnumbered the spectators. Among the latter should have been at feast the
parents, not to speak of the community leaders and the adult sector in general.
The corollary that comes to mind is perhaps the overused yet eternally
relevant dictum of a struggling president, in paraphrased form: "Ask not what
our youth can do for us, ask what we can do for our youth."

Dauphin's 15th
For the 15th consecutive year now the small town of Dauphin, Man., will
turn into a minuscule Ukraine, with thousands from all over the continent
swarming to the area to take part in what is known as Canada's National
Festival. It is an event that has no peer in any country of our settlement in the
free world.
What started on a modest scale in 1966 has mushroomed over the years into
a glorious happening of major proportions. It is doubly significant that it
takes place in an area that seethes with each and every aspect of U krainianism
as it evolves in glorious poignancy since the early days of Ukrainian
settlement towards the end of the previous century. It was here that our
pioneer-settlers heard the first Ukrainian Liturgy on Canadian soil as Father
Nestor Dmytriw, the second editor of Svoboda, visited them, heartened them
and offered the service on the banks of the Drifting River, now the site of the
Cross of Freedom and a monument in his honor built by the Ukrainian
National Association which for over a decade has been sponsored a special
program in tribute to these hardy pioneers.
The toil of the Festival's organizers has paid off in golden dividends to the
community at large. Apart from offering a lavishly colorful display of what is
best in Ukrainian culture to the thousands of participants - among them
many non-Ukrainians as well - the Dauphin festivals gave rise to many a fine
performing group which have subsequently become permanent fixtures on
the Ukrainian scene, thus ensuring the continued development of our culture
here and at least partially offsetting its forced perversion in Ukraine.
In this, as in many other respects, the organizers, the performers and the
participants are most deserving of our own "Vitayemo" and the best wishes
for a successful 15th.

NeWsguiz
The quiz covers the previous two issues of The Ukrainian Weekly. Answers will
appear with the next quiz.

1. What group has spoken out most recently in defense of Vyacheslav
: Chornovit?
2. What is the title of the new journal published by the Public Committee
for Jewish-Ukrainian Cooperation?
3. Who recently returned from a productive European tour?
^
4. When is Captive Nations Week observed?
5. Where was "Shkola Bulavnykh" held?
6. Which Ukrainian author was nominated for the Nobel Prize in
JLiterature by the latest issue of Sovremennik?
7. What is slowing down journalists and photographers covering the
Olympics?
„"8. Who is the new"pastorofthe Assumption oftheVirgin Mary Ukrainian
Orthodox Church in Northampton, Pa.?
9. How many members of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group remain free?
10. Where did a germ-warfare plant explode, allegedly killing over 1,000
people?
-.
Answers to previous quiz: Katvn: Ronald Reagan; the minor seminary. St. Joseph s
Academy; Mother Marie; Captive Nations Week; U.S. sports officials: Oslrih Bible;
Vasvl Lisovv; Latvian community; Volodymyr Vynnychenko.
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News and views

Can Ukrainian educational institutions
meet demands of ethnic survival?
by Dr. Dmytro Bodnarczuk
During the past half year the Ukrain-'
ian press has carried a number of
articles dealing with a variety of prob
lems concerning the future of the
Ukrainian community in the United
States. Even a casual reader could have
observed the urgency of the messages
that the authors of those articles tried to
convey to the general public. Collective
ly, these messages appear to represent
demand for action to solve problems
vital to the ethnic survival of Ukrainian
communities in the diaspora.
He are some examples of those
demands.
^
Ш An editorial in the one of our
influential newspapers urges us to get
out of the confines of the Ukrainian
"ghetto" and to enter the mainstream of
American political life. In this way, we
could display our abilities and gain
influence within existing American
political parties. We could then have an
effect on the policy-making process that
would be beneficial to the Ukrainian
cause. This editorial considers the few
hundred Ukrainian professors and
instructors employed at various Ameri
can institutions of higher learning as an
ineffective political force. These people
have failed to influence the mass media
or the educational system not to use
term "Russia" when referring to
Ukraine. On the other hand, the editorial
claims, individual Ukrainians using po
litical resources and techniques have suc
ceeded in attracting leading presidential
candidates to appear at Ukrainian
events that were covered by the mass
media and where the question of Ukraine was properly represented.'
Ш In related articles about elections
and the question b? the "Ukrainian
lobby," an author urges the leadership
of Ukrainian organizations, particular
ly youth organizations, to enter the Ame
rican political system as organized
groups on all levels of government in
order to affect the American policymaking process.2
M The former director of the Ukrain
ian National Information Service,
reflecting on the problems of the Uk
rainian community in the United States,
contends that some of our important
problems are: informing non-Ukrain
ians, ignoring our own group's history
of settlement, and wasting our energy
on in-fightirig and thus disregarding the
primary purposes and essence of our

organizations. He suggests that we stop
demanding of our youth to join archaic,
"incomprehensible to them" emigre
political parties, abandon parochialism
and utilize our youth properly within
the political structures and systems of
the country of residence.3
В A dissident and former Soviet
political prisoner suggested that the
Ukrainians in the West must learn to
use the "real powers" — governments,
universities, the intelligentsia, profes
sionals and the media — to obtain
human and national rights for Ukraine
and its people. Mass actions such as
demonstrations or marches show a
broad-based unified support. However,
behind-the-scenes political and diplo
matic contacts, influences on the infor
mation media and scholarly institutions
are important and irreplaceable.4
These few articles represent but a
small sample of demands that our
community is placing on our younger
generation and, by implication, on our
educational institutions. These de
mands are, indeed, very significant.
Is our younger generation ready to
undertake the tasks implied in these
demands? Have our educational institu
tions prepared the young generation to
solve such problems? Are our educa
tional institutions capable of meeting
these demands?
It appears that some of our institu
tions constantly meet community de
mands. The "Ridna Shkola"(School of
Ukrainian Subjects) in Philadelphia is
but one example. 5 A recent article
describing 30 years of that school's
activity mentions that for many years
the student enrollment exceeded 400.11
points with pride to some of its more
illustrious graduates, such as Dr. Nestor
Kohut, Dr. Roman Procyk, Dr. Orest
Stebelsky and many others who are now
teaching Ukrainian studies at American
universities. The "Ridna Shkola" in
Philadelphia attributes its success to the
highly professional staff which includes
such members as Dr. Emil Bej, Dr
George Perfecky, Dr. Leo Rudnytzky
and Maria Odezynsky, the present
principal who has a background in
American education. Moreover, the
school has a teacher-training program
under the tutorship of such profession
als as Dr. Rudnytzky, who teaches at La
Salle College and at the Ukrainian Free
University in Munich.
(Continued on page 13)

'Letter to the editor

Bunda reports on campaign
Dear Editor:
My political fund-raising appeal to
the Ukrainian American community,
conducted through the Svoboda news
paper, resulted in a disappointing res
ponse from both the general community
and the leaders of that community.
Consequently, I have decided to re
direct my political efforts toward the
1982 congressional campaign. 1 shall
maintain my legal status as a congres
sional candidate in order to continue
fund-raising activities. In search of
practical support, I shall expand these
activities beyond the Ukrainian com
munity.
The cost to me for placing my politi
cal presentations in Svoboda was
SI,036. The total amount of contribu
tions to my campaign raised through
these announcements and personal

letters to 217 Ukrainian community
leaders was 51,574. The printing and
postage cost for the 217 letters was
S57.25. Thus, the net profit.to my
campaign from these political appeals
was S480.75.
I thank thosv who have contributed
to my campaign and I ask those who
have not to think for a moment about
the importance of electing a Ukrainian
American congressman. A S5 or SI0
contribution amounts to just 10 or 20
cents a week for 50 weeks - a small
sacrifice to help build actual Ukrainian
American political power. My cam
paign address is still: Bunda for Con
gress, 691 Union Ave., Lyndhurst, N.J.
07071.
.

Stephen M. Bunda
Lyiidburst, N.J.
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Economic perspective for the 1980s
by Prof. John Teluk
John Teluk is a professor of econo
mics and chairman of economics de
partment at the University of New
Haven. He is also a Supreme Auditor of
the UNA.
According to the most authoritative
group of economic experts in the United
States today, our nation officially
moved into recession as of January.
This grim pronouncement comes to us
from the National Bureau of Economic
Research, which since the 1920s has
been extensively analyzing economic
and business statistics in hopes of
describing where our economy is at a
given time and where it is most likely
headed.
Beginning of recession
How did the NBER come to desig
nate our economy as being in a "reces
sion"? To meet the definition of this
term, an analysis of over two dozen
"leading economic indicators" (fore
most among them individuals' produc
tivity and retail sales) must show a
consecutive, two-quarter decline in
overall economic productive output, or
gross national product (GNP).
There have, in fact, been seven such
recessions (including the present one)
since World War II. The average dura
tion of each has been less than one year,
with an accompanying average GNP
decline of approximately 3 percent.
While both businesses and consumers
typically want to know exactly where
our economy stands at any given mo
ment, it is no simple task to pinpoint our
exact location in the business cycle. It
may take up to eight weeks for econo
mists to collect data in the form of the
` leading indicators and to spot a definite
trend (as opposed to a random fluctu
ation) in this data.
m what respects does our present
recession differ from its post-war pre
decessors? For one thing, the economy's
decline was more rapid, and its lowest
point, or "trough," seems to be deeper
as well. To be more specific, the first
such post-war recession (in 1948) re
sulted in an average GNP decline of
about 2 1/2 percent; more recently, the'
recession of 1974 posted a drop of
approximately 3 1/2 percent. However,
the June 30 issue of the New York Times
has forecast a current GNP decline of 8
1/2 percent (estimated annual rate), a
figure with which the administration is
in agreement. Another relevant statis
tic, the unemployment rate, currently
stands at an average rate of 8 percent;
and all indications are that it will top at
least 9 percent by autumn. Figures like
these graphically illustrate the severity
)f thisrecessionas contrasted with prior
conomic downturns.
Despite these negative by-products.
President Jimmy Carter admits that the
recession of 1980 was deliberately
induced by government policy-makers
to battle the twin evils of high inflation
and high interest rates. The former was
caused primarily by soaring costs of
production, especially energy costs.
Wage demands, which have exceeded
productivity in the labor market, also
played a part. Lastly, excessive mono
poly profits, particularly those of the
OPEC oil cartel, fueled the rapidrisein
the price level.
At any rate, the "cure" appears to be
working: inflation has already peaked
and is currently at an annual rate of
about 10 percent. And the prime rate
fell from 20 to 11 percent in just three
months' time President Carter has also
said that the recession will be relatively

mild and short in duration from this
point on.
Administration goals
How does the administration plan to
revive the economy? Numerous fiscal
and monetary measures are currently
under consideration. One such measure
has special popular and political appeal,
and is therefore likely to be announced
by President Carter right before this
year's elections: a tax cut. Along with an
expected upturn in the leading econo
mic indicators by the start of Novem
ber, a tax cut would greatly enhance his
political fortunes and thus his chances
for re-election.
Admittedly, though, a tax cut is
economically as well as politically
potent - a proven tool for recovery.
The timing is right for such a measure;
due to the aforementioned anti-infla
tionary fiscal stringency, the govern
ment anticipates a current tax surplus of
about S7S billion. Rather than passively
accumulating, much of this surplus
could be rechanneled into the main
stream of economic activity if taxes
were cut.
Throughout this discussion of reme
dies for the recession, one important
point must be kept firmly in mind. It is
one thing to apply general criteria and
declare that "a recession exists" and
"proper measures must be taken." But,
in fact, all recessions are not equal
insofar as their underlying causes.
Policy tools that are appropriate in one
instance may fail in another.
Moreover, in all attempts to alter the
course of economic events, the most
important factor is "the health of the
'patient." When we speak of "the econo
my," we in fact mean the individual
institutions which interact to fulfill their
designated functions within our
country's economic system. In applying
specific, piecemeal anti-recession re
medies, we must remember that the
resultant destruction or negligence of
any of these particular institutions may
lead to the collapse of the system as a
whole. Some examples are examined in
the following section.
Measure of economic value
The most important indicator of
"worth," or real economic value, in a
free-enterprise system, is price. Ideally,
this value is the direct result of inter
action between the focuses of supply
and demand in the marketplace.
However, if outside forces intervene
in this process, the price system will
"malfunction" by failing to reflect the
valuation of producers and consumers.
Instances of such interference with
natural market forces are pricefixing by
government institutions or resource
owners. (Notable real-life examples of
these are OPEC and labor unions.)
Prices arrived at by such processes
present great interpretive difficulty, as
they do not reflect real economic values
which would otherwise be arrived at by
economic agents acting unimpeded in
the marketplace. As a result, there is an
urgent need for reform, particularly in
production, distribution and resource
markets.
Another important issue is the energy
shortage and its implications for those
economic agents who use oil as a
productive input. Congress recently
rejected the proposed surtax on oil.
Nevertheless, the escalating price and
potential supply cutback of this vital
resource must be squarely faced.
If the United States is not able to
exploit alternate sources of energy fairly
soon, or at the very least cut oil con
sumption by 20 to 30 percent, then
economic growth and development of

all the industralized nations of the
world is severely threatened.
Furthermore, this attempt to cope "
with the energy crisis will have a "ripple
effect" as it gradually spreads through
out all the industries of the U.S. eco
nomy. For instance, the automobile
industry will have to reorient its plan
ning from quantitative to qualitative
targets — that is, emphasize smaller size
cars with higher mileage per gallon, as
opposed to the luxurious gas-guzzlers
so prized during the preceding three
decades. As with all major economic
changes, however, such changes require
time and money: it may take the auto
industry up to five years, and S50
million in related expenses, to accom
plish all the necessary alterations in its
models.
The frequent and well-publicized
wage increases won by various labor
unions have greatly exceeded the cor
responding growth in labor productiv
ity, further distorting the role of price as
an indicator of value.
The drop in productivity has been
especially severe. According to the June
30 issue of Business Week, it fell from an
annual rate of 3.2 percent in 1968 to just
0.7 percent today. When actual wage
increases outpace the productivity
growth of wage-earners, the inevitable
result is upward pressure on the price
level.
In marked contrast to the United
States, other countries have been able to
dominate the international trade mar
ket. Following World War II, Japan
and some of the industrialized Euro
pean countries rebuilt their businesses
using the most modern technology.
Even today, the rates of incorporating
technological changes differ; as an
example, the average life of a piece of
machinery in Japan is seven years, while
in the United States it isretainedfor 12
years. Additionally, these overseas
nations, unlike the United States, have
had access to cheaper, imported labor
forces.
The above examples illustrate how
economic issues affect the numerous
private-enterprise institutions of our
nation. The impact of economics upon
politics is considered next.

(perhaps most importantly) — at whose
expense?
у
The notion of opportunity cost parti
cularly underlies such well-known and
broadly based programs as national
health insurance, social security and
other income transfers. Even the mas
sive governmental bureaucracy, com
prising an abundance of rules and
regulations, bears a price. Compliance
with myriad paperwork takes time and
the effort of personnel - who could
instead have been used to produce
actual goods and services. In facts, it has
been estimated that the cost of com
pliance with governmental reporting
requirements exceed SI03 billion in
1979.
Underlying these several examples is
the very reason for the existence of
economics itself; namely, coping with
the scarcity ofresources.No one's wants
can ever be fully satisfied without
ultimately severely depriving someone
else. Basic trade-offs must be made in
allocating these resources. And this
leads us right back to the notion of
market-determined price as an indica
tor of true economic value; namely,
what something is worth in terms of
what must be.given up ' n 'he process.
The politicians of our nation must
gain a greater comprehension of the
ideas of price and opportunity cost if
they are to implement decisions con
cerning resource allocation on behalf of
the constituency which, through its
votes, has entrusted to them this task.

One area to which politicians should
devote their immediate attention is tax
reform. Compared to those of other
countries, U.S. savings and capitalinvestment rates are abysmally low.
This, in turn, handicaps our nation's
ability to successfully incorporate
technological innovations and, as a
consequence, compete on world mar
kets with our goods and services.
Our tax laws must berestructuredto
provide incentives for savers and there
fore financial capital for businessinvestment purposes. Prior to the
present recession, unusually high in
terest rates were choking off business
investment. This must now be further
encouraged through proper tax and
depreciation policies.
We must keep in mind, though, that
these monumental tasks of reform do
Economics and politics
not belong to the politicians alone. For,
If the United States is truly commit according to our democratic political
ted to saving the free-enterprise system, principles, the ultimate responsibility
it must first achieve a unity of purpose for change rests wjth us, as the voters
in both its economic and political who elect the politicians to make these
processes. Unfortunately, politicians collective decisions in our behalf. Under
are fond of proclaiming popular cam this rule of "citizens market sove
paign slogans — without a clear under reignty," we need to ask ourselves the
standing of their true economic implica basic question: are we truly ready to
return to the principle that "everthing
tions.
has a price" — as well as the corres
For instance, who among us would ponding sacrifice that this entails? (The
not applaud the declaration "Let us energy crisis is a glaring example which
achieve a 'just social distribution' of has soberly brought this point home to
resources"? Yet, when the campaigner is all of us, consumers and businesses
asked how this grandiose goal is to be alike.) Do we, fragmented into multiple
put into operation, he more than likely special-interest groups, have therightto
hesitates for an answer. Another crowd- demand more from society as a whole
pleaser is "save the environment." But than we individually contribute to it?
again — how, precisely, is our nation to Will our ultimate response to our
go about doing this?
nation's economic problems of this
Both of these political slogans reveal decade be mere lip-service...or true belta lack of understanding of a very basic tightening?
economic principle: opportunity cost.
There are potential economic prob
Quite simply put, everthing has a price lems to be faced on the international
tag attached.
front as well. Foremost among these is,
In the case of saving the environment, again, the energy crisis. Unless the
dollars spent on clean-up projects mean United States - and every other in
dollars taken away from some other dustrialized nation — is successful in its
goal — our defense budget, for ex attempts to discover alternate domestic
ample, or perhaps aid to the poor. Or in sources of power, its future industrial
the case of a "just and equal distri development is severely impaired.
bution" — giving something to one Otherwise, there is bound to be a frantic
group means taking it away (rem.. .international scramble for control of
someone else. How do we decide who the remaining world oil supplies - or,
(Continued on page 14)
gets the benefits, in what amount, and
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Dauphin festival will present kaleidoscope of Ukrainian

Young shepherds on a float during the festival parade.

DAUPHIN, Man. - "With Ukrain
ians it was not always just work. Our
people knew how to make life beautiful
and joyful."
This was one of the many enthusiastic
things said in reference to the annual
four-day Canada's National Ukrainian
Festival which has been held here since
1966. Once again, beginning on July 31
the large audience which invariably
attends the festival will have a chance to
experience the beauty and zest for life
inherent in Ukrainian music, song, arts
and crafts.
The 15th festival will be held in the
midst of Manitoba's prairie lands,
which greatly resemble Ukrainian
steppes, in Dauphin, a city 2IO`miles
north of Winnipeg.
The festivals began here in 1966 as
part of the Canadian National Rail
way's plan to increase tourism in west
ern Canada. Those original plans were
successfully realized, and the festival
today attracts some of the best Ukrain
ian talent in North America and tens of
thousands of visitors yearly.
The first event of the 1980 festival will
be a one-hour presentation of a Ukrain
ian wedding performed, by popular
request, by the 36-member Ukrainian
Festival Choir of Dauphin on Thurs
day, July 31, at 8 pm. They will present
the four parts of a traditional wedding:
matchmaking, engagement, marriage
and wedding reception.
Accompaniment for the wedding
scenes will be provided by Boris Nowosad and his orchestra.
Tickets for the performance at Heri
tage Hall will be available at the ticketoriura on the festival grounds and at the
door.
The official opening ceremonies will
be held Friday, August 1, beginning at 2
p.m., with the Ukrainian harvest ritual
"obzhynky".
Grandstand show

Ed Evanko and Joan Karasewich will also appear at this year's Canada's National
Ukrainian Festival.

This will be followed by the grand
stand program, scheduled for Friday
and Saturday afternoons and evenings.
The program is produced by Ted Ko
mar, its musical director. Mr. Komar,

an accomplished accordionist, has been
affiliated with the Dauphin festival
since its inception.
Master of ceremonies will be Cecil
Semchyshyn, who has also been in
volved with the festival since its begin
ning.
Performing in the grandstand shows
will be: the Rushnychok foursome of
Montreal; the Zirka dance ensemble of
Dauphin; comedienne Luba Goy of
Toronto; Canada's National Ukrainian
Festival Choir; vocalist Ed Evanko of
Toronto; the Pavlychenko Folklorique
Ensemble of Saskatoon; Toronto voca
list Joan Karasevich; the Oleksander
Koshetz Choir of Winnipeg; Canada's
National Riding and Dancing Cossacks
of Dauphin; dulcimer soloist Willie
Hunchak of Saskatchewan; Ted Komar
and his Festival Orchestra of Winnipeg,
and others.
Cultural exhibits
Throughout the four days, a cultural
exhibit of Ukrainian artifacts, costumes
and a miniature rural homestead may
be viewed in the Fine Arts Center.
Dauphin, and its surroundings area,
was originally settled by Ukrainian
pioneers in the late 19th century. Many
of these immigrants brought farm tools
with them from Ukrainian. Most of the
tools used by these settlers will be
exhibited.
Various demonstrations of embroid
ery, pysanka-decorating, pottery-mak
ing, Ukrainian foods, woodcarving,
weaving, spinning, local handicrafts
and fancy bread-baking will be offered,
along with a fashion show of historic
Ukrainian garb.
Scholarships and prized will be awarded to the top contestants in the
amateur talent shows of Ukrainian folk
dancing, singing and music.
A special attraction will be: Bingo,
bake ovens, "varenyky guessing con
tests," and auction sales.
Ukraina Post Office
Special permission has been granted
by the postmaster general of Canada for
the temporary operation of the Ukraina
Post Office. All mail posted at the office
will receive the split-ring cancellation
which has been in use in the Ukraina
Post Office since it originated in 1916.
The same original cancellation dye has
been used every year during the festival
since 1970.
The Ukraina Post Office will be
located in the Fine Arts Center. Mail
will be accepted for delivery anywhere
in the world.
Festival participants can dance well
into the night at the various festival
balls which will be taking place at
different halls throughout the town on
Friday and Saturday nights.
The color and pageantry of Ukraine
will be shown in all its glory during the
festival parade on Saturday, August 2.
beginning at 11 a.m. Included will be
floats, Kozak riders, orchestras, mar
ches and other special attractions.
Souvenirs, such as ceramics, em
broidered linens, blouses, shirts, handwoven sashes, Easter eggs and wood
crafts will be available for purchase in
the Fine Arts Center.
Cookbooks, pysanky decorating kits,
embroidered design books, post cards,
greeting cards and note papers import
ed from Ukraine will also be available.

Mr. and Mrs. CecH Senuhyshyn, "hospod.," and "hospodvni." of і previous festival, great visitors to Dauphhr , , the
-Obzhynkrceremony Mr. Semehyshynwittsen-easenKee., this ye^Vfestivd,
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bread-baking and pysanka-decorating
contests.
In addition to the attraction at the
festival, the land around Dauphin is a
living museum of the lives of the early
Ukrainian pioneers. Graveyards, chur
ches arid farms tell the story of the
Ukrainian immigrants who settled in
the prairies. A historic site of this nature
is the village of Ukraina, just one of the
many communities which bears a Ukrainian name.
Cross of Freedom
On Sunday, August 3, the Ukrainian
National Association will sponsor
special Sunday services at the Cross of
Freedom site, where the first Ukrain
ian church service in Canada was
conducted in April 1897 by the Rev.
Nestor Dmytriw, the second editor of
Svoboda.
The Sunday service will be held in
honor of Ukrainian pioneers. John Flis,
UNA Supreme President, will represent
the UNA at the Sunday service.
The "Sunday Special" grandstand
program will begin at 2:30 p.m. featur
ing the top talent as selected by judges
during the amateur talent show. ,
After the last cheers of the festival
have died down visitors may want to
explore more of the beautiful country
side.. The trading area surrounding
Dauphin is bordered by the Riding
Mountain National Park to the south.
Lake Manitoba and Lake Winnipegosis
to the east, and Duck Mountain Provin
cial Forest to the west.
For further festival information
contact: Canada's National Ukrainian
Festival, 119 Main St. S., Dauphin,
Man.
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A whirl of pretty Ukrainian dancers.

Dauphin: home of early Ukrainian settlers
Some 90 years have passed since the first Ukrainians began emigrating
from their homeland to Canada. In this brief span of time, Ukrainian
contributions to the development of Canada have been seen on the farms, in
the factories, the professions, in business and in politics on the local, provin
cial and federal levels. Ukrainian music, choral singing and folk dancing are
known throughout Canada, and the music of Ukrainians ranks with the best
any nation has produced.
Settlement of Ukrainians in the Dauphin area is believed to have started in
1890. The railroad, in 1896, came only as far as Neepawa, a community about
90 miles southeast of Dauphin. It was therefore necessary for these
Ukrainians to travel by oxen and on foot. These first settlers established their
homesteads near the Wilson River, Sifton, Ethelbert, Gilbert Plains, Pine
River and Duck Mountain.
In choosing these lands, the Ukrainian pioneers showed a preference for
bush country and wooded lands near lakes, rivers and creeks. This is why the
settlers chose the Dauphin region bounded as it was by the Riding Mountain.
This gave them self-sufficiency since in the old country they had sorely lacked
wood which was the guarded monopoly of landlords.
The Dauphin region, characterized by rolling land, considerable bush and
numerous streams, appealed to the Ukrainian immigrants since it was so
reminiscent of their homeland. The men who came brought their sickles and
scythes and the women brought embroidered linens, down pillows, rugs,
seeds of grain, sunflowers, and poppies, and handfuls of native soil tied in a
kerchief.
As the land was cleared, the settlers built permanent homes cleverly
fashioned from materials found on the homestead and similar to the ones they
had left in the old country. Food problems were solved through community
gardens, and several of these were started in the Keld and Kosiw districts.
Since education had been denied to many in Ukraine, these pioneers lost no
time in establishing schools in their new land of freedom. The first school was
established in Dauphin in 1897 on Burrows Avenue and First Street North
West. Manv other schools were started soon after.
Devoted to their religious beliefs, the Ukrainian pioneers were concerned
about the fact that their dead were buried without proper religious services or
had their marriages performed by missionaries of other faiths who did not
understand their language. The first church was started at Drifting River in
1900. Other churches were built in the ensuing years until most of the faiths
were represented.
..
Another type of building soon dotted the skyline of many communities.
The national homes and parish halls gave the Ukrainian pioneers an
opportunity for self-expression. Plays, folk dances, museums, music,
decorated Easter eggs and embroidery were seen in abundance in these halls,
thus preserving the Ukrainian heritage and culture.
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UNA officers pose in front of the earliest Ukrainian church built
in Canada.
The town of Dauphin has been labelled thetown of firsts, since many of the
provincial and federal government programs have been tried here first before
being implemented on a wider scale. The pioneer spirit of the Ukrainian
immigrants no doubt contributed its share of firsts.
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27th Ukrainian Cultural Courses begin at Soyuzivka

Participants of the Ukrainian Cultural Courses during lunch on the Veselka terrace.

Some of the instructors at the courses are (from left): Elaine Oprysko, Lesia and
Dr. Myron Kuropas and George Duravetz.

by Martha Korduba
KERHONKSON, N.Y. - They came
from all parts of the United States and
Canada...from the large Ukrainian
communities of New York and the small
community of North Carolina.
Twenty young men and women,
armed with three week's worth of
suntain oil,bathing suits, film and
notebooks, embarked upon an experience on July 20 that will have a significant impact upon the rest of their lives
or — at the very least, — will prove to be
unforgettable.
For 27 years, Soyuzivka has hosted
students at the Ukrainian National
Association's Ukrainian Cultural Courses. Each year, they leave with newly
acquired friends and most importantly,
a deeper perspective of their Ukrainian
heritage.
What drew them to the courses this
year? The answer was easy for many of
them. They had been to Soyuzivka
before, as guests with their families, as
participants the children's summer
camp, or the Tennis Camp."
"Soyuzivka is habit-forming."
"1 like it here."
"The place is out`a sight!"
Others who had never been to Soyuzivka shared mixed emotions as to what
to expect.
"I was afraid that we'd end up having
to hear boring lecturs by strict teachers," said a Midwesterner.
His friend interjected, "Yeah, but the
instructor are O.K. Our history teacher,
Mr. Kuropas. is a real trip. He really
knows how to talk to kids... I just wish
our curfew was longer."
A tall young New Yorker with an
unmistakably Ukrainian face is at-

Next weekend
at Soyuzivka
KERHONKSON, N.Y. - Bassbaritone Andrij Dobriansky of the
Metropolitan Opera will perform at
Soyuzivka here on Saturday, August 2,
at 8:30 p.m., along with tenor Roman
Osadchuk and accompanist Thomas
Hrynkiv.
The dance to the tunes of the Soyuzivka orchestra, led by Alec Chudolij,
with singer Ihor Rakowsky, will follow.
An exhibit of Michael Moroz's paintings will be held on Sunday, August 3.
Every Friday evening at Soyuzivka
there is a dance featuring the Bohdan
Hirniak orchestra with lead singer Mr.
Rakowsky.
,,, Anya Dydyk is emcee of all Saturday
evening programs.

Students enrolled in the annual Ukrainian Cultural Courses at Soyuzivka pose for a commemorative photo with their
instructors, UNA. Supreme President John O. Flis and Soyuzivka manager Walter Kwas.
tending the summer courses for the
second time. "I met a lot of kids. This is
a great place to socialize. The learning's
all right too," he explained.
This year, the learning is guaranteed
to be quite "all right." The staff is
composed of teachers as enthusiastic as
they are expert in their subject matter.
The director of the Ukrainian Cultural, Courses, Dr. Myron Kuropas is
teaching Ukrainian history from 1,00
B.C. to the present, including Ukrainian
imigration to the United States. "The
Saga of Ukraine" and "Ukrainians in
America", both written by Dr. Kuropas, are used as texbooks for the course.
Michael Wawryshyn, the head of a
Toronto high school geography department,teaches Ukrainian geography and
Ukrainian imigration to Canada. His
wife Halya acquaints the students with
highlights of Ukrainian literature.
George Duravetz, a Toronto high
school teacher of Ukrainian language
and Canadian history, is teaching
introductory, intermediate and advanced Ukrainian language courses. All
students take advantage of the language
cassettes and accompanying textbooks
produced and written by Mr. Duravetz.
Of course, no program of Ukrainian
studies is complete without instruction
in the Ukrainian arts. This year's
cultural curriculum includes embroidery, Easter-egg decorating and Ukrainian folk singing, taught by Lesia Kuropas.
Elaine Oprysko, a dance instructor
for 30 years and current'director of tfie

Ukrainian dancers of Kerhonkson and
Astoria, N.Y., provides vigorus dance
training for the students, in preparation
for their final performance coming up in
several weeks.
Between now and that performance,
this group of 20 will be taking exams,

reading, dancing and singing, learning
about themselves and discovering —
perhaps for the first time - their
Ukrainian identity. In the meantime,
they will be enjoying Soyuzivka, the
scenic Catskills, the warm weather, and
the echo of Ukrainian chatter and music
throughout the estate.

Soyuzivka has own roving reporter

Martha Korduba (center), Soyuzivka's roving reporter for the 1980 summer
season, is on the lookout for stories as she tours the UNA resort by Kwasmobile
with Soyuzivka manager Walter Kwas and Roksolana Bedrij, Soyuzivka's
photographer-in-residence.
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Mfe/ter /Civas: from Ukrainian community activist to county legislator
by Roman A. Juzeniw
Second of a two-part series.
The cornerstone of Mr. Kwas's campaign strategy
was going door-to-door and meeting with the voters.
"People talked to me about the issues that concerned
them the most. I wrote down their comments and
utilized the issues they were concerned about in my
campaign literature. Thus the voters saw me taking
stands on the issues that affected them," said Mr.
Kwas.
Besides campaign literature, Mr. Kwas's media
effort included ads that ran on radio and in news
papers for six weeks prior to Election Day. Also
helpful were the endorsements of the two most
powerful newspapers in the area, the Ellenville Press
and Middletown Record.
Mr. Kwas didn't make campaign promises (a
fact that was underlined in his campaign literature and
ads). As a matter of fact, he made only one promise: "I
will do the best I can." A simple promise, but a
powerful and honest one that stayed in the minds of
the voters.
Mr. Kwas's platform was a brief one, but one that
answered the problems facing Ulster County:
1. I will stand for law and order.
2. I will help our senior citizens and elderly.
3. I plan to work for better sports facilities and
recreational areas for youth.
4. 1 would like to encourage more industry in our
area and, by the same token, reduce unemployment
and rising taxes.
Mr. Kwas explained that his personal philosophy is
to try to do a few things well rather than attempting
too many things at once and doing them poorly.
(Representative of this is the fact that after his
election, Mr. Kwas became a member of four
legislative committees, which correspond to the stands
he took in his platform.)
One key ad using his platform, titled "House for
Sale" is reproduced on this page. It illustrates Mr.
Kwas's campaign strategy in that it appeals to the
.. voter's most direct concern — his community.
If you look closely at all the Kwas-for-countyIegislator ads, you'll come to the realization that he ran
a very smart campaign. And this was evident in the
election results:
' George Barthel
- ( D ) - 2,264 votes
`i Walter Kwas
( R ) - 2,171 votes
" John Geary
( R ) - 2,090 votes
Herbert Poppil
(D) - 1,943 votes
Frances Irvih
( R ) - 1,796 votes
Sol Sandier
(D) - 1,634 votes

LOOK WHAT'S HAPPENING
IN OUR COMMUNITY!
r тфттЩ oat of tht t
` Many тотшл are for motm
' S c h o o l a n d P r o p e r t y Tmxom тяго гішіа

PROMISES ARE NOT ENOUGH WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO OUR COMMUNITY IN THE
NEAR FUTURE? WHY ARE WE WATTING?

WE MUST DO SOMETHING NOW!
Let's work together to improve this situation.

COUNTY
LEGISLATOR
"The people ot the town at Wawarane " for
tunttt to have wimmbb to rhem. the icrvtcaof a
urit m Waller KWM be County Lc?sis
tot
Sen. Chjrks Cook
"Mr Water K w u aftnun of wide e
end Ьшеїем background, uerh і
knowtedoi of government efnarv ..."
Sen. Edwyn Ммол
1 hevc known Weber Kwie for a number ot
yean endfindhen weloueifiedtorthe cendkiere
of Ulster County L^gitlaror ..."
Congressman rfameton Feh, Jr.
News Media. Middfctown - Record 10/29/79
EBrnvOe Press 10/31/79

KWAS
VOTCUWIOIC
ABTbtPrnpUt

The campaign1 leaflet above illustrates how Mr. Kwas:
1. stressed issues/ that concerned the Ulster County
community's/voters; 2. promised merely to do the best
he could once elected county legislator.

of an article written by Zoriana Romanenko that
appeared in ' New Perspectives, a Ukrainian news
paper published in Canada.
"Whenever Ukrainians meet a politician they fawn
and crawl around him. He throws us a few crumbs by
telling us what we want to hear, someone gives him a
Ukrainian verse or а Ьоок„ and a dozen people crowd
around him to get into the picture. Meanwhile, the
politician is usually only interested in reeling in votes
and getting to his next function," she wrote.
Sad, but true. And it's occurring again in this
presidential election year. Perhaps that's why I'm so
fascinated and interested in Mr. Kwas's campaign and
victory — because he thought along the same lines as
Ms. Romanenko and decided to do something about
it.
According to Mr. Kwas: "We shouldn't form
Ukrainian Republican or Democratic clubs because
' elected
they will not. help our Ukrainian cause much —
And so it was, that on his second try, Walter Kwas politicians will notice us just beforeelections. What we
was elected an Ulster County legislator.
have to do is join the American political parties and
. .a
become active in them. Only then will we have an
Whenever I hear the words "Ukrainians" and influence on the party machinery and party candi
"politics" mentioned in the same breath, I always think dates."

Ukrainian Patriotic Movement...
(Continued from page 1)

dreds of people who where disturbed by
the fate of their nation and its material
and spiritual well-being found them
selves behind barbed wire. Despite
numerous
worldwide protests, the
massive repressions which were begun
then have continued to this day on
almost the same scale, utilizing especi
ally brutal methods.
Persons who in one way or another
protest against these repressions are
tried as hooligans, criminals and degen
erates in order to decrease the frightful
arithmetic of political trials.
The goal of all these repressions in
Ukraine which are carried out in a
diabolically methodical manner is to
choke the free voice of our nation as
exemplified by its best representatives,
and to condemn it to a submissive
silence. In repressing the intelligentsia,
the authorities seek to forestall the
growth of national self-consciousness
among Ukrainians and to decapitate
our nation, thereby transforming it into
a submissive herd which obeys the
commands of its temporary rulers. In
. the last decade millions upon millions of

honest people have fallen victim to these
persecutions.
The famine of 1933, the repressions of
Stalin and the post-Stalinist era,, the
forced resettlement of Ukrainians in
Siberia and the Far East, the annihi
lation of the Ukrainian liberation
movement in western Ukraine in the
1940s "and 50s - all these events have
led to the fact that now the Ukrainian
nation is half its natural size. In addition
to the physical extermination of 10 to 15
million Ukrainians, it is worth noting
the disruption of the natural growth of
the population. These losses are two
times and perhaps three times as large as
those suffered by our nation as a result
of German fascism.
The consistent government campaign
of physical and spiritual annihilation
which has been conducted against the
Ukrainian intelligentsia has led to the
realization that today a schism exists
between our nation and its spiritual
teachers. The very spiritual and educa
tional mission of our intelligentsia an intelligentsia weakened by each
successive repressive act - has ceased
to be its active imperative. Moreover,

"Ukrainians should belong to one of these political
parties: Democratic, Republican or Conservative.
Although the Conservative Party isn't very large, it
does vote in large blocks and often helps decide the
outcome of an election," he said.
"Besides getting active in political parties," he
continued, "whenever we have a strong, electable
candidate for any office, Ukrainians should organize
financial contributions and other help for that
candidate, no matter what his political party affilia
tion. This is being done by other ethnic groups, and
we should learn from them."
Mr. Kwas added: "Our Ukrainian politicians should
write to Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly more
often, giving us insights into American politics and
urging our young people to become more active in
American community life. If I were younger, I'd learn
the ropes quickly and would run for an even higher
position."
If there were more Kwases around perhaps our
Ukrainian community today would be in a better
position in American society.
Mr. Kwas has begun yet another summer season as
manager of the Soyuzivka UNA resort. He is always
willing to talk to Ukrainian youth, and as this article
illustrates, there's much we can learn about politics
from Mr. Kwas.

'HOUSE FOR SALE"
"House for Sale"
''house for sale"
PEOPLE MOVING FROM OUR AREA.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO OUR COMMUNITY
IN THE NEAR FUTURE?
WHAT ABE WE WAITING
Promises

FORt

an not enough;

We have to do something

NOW

LETS WORK TOGETHER TO IMPROVE
THIS SITUATION.

YOU CAN COUNT ON ME!!!

WALTER KWAS
I Republican-Conservative candidate for County Legislator

The "house for sale"introduction was designed to grab
the readers' (i.e. voters') attention. Being emphasized
are issues which directly effect area residents. The
advertisement appeared in the October 24,1979, issue
of the Ellenville Press.

under conditions of unrelenting lawless
ness on the part of the authorities, this
intelligentsia, its creative element in
particular, has been reduced to the role
of a bureaucratic class, which aids the
authorities in every way.
Our writers for the most part have
been transformed into court jesters who
entertain the party-state elite and
parasites who live off the bodies of the
working class. What is referred to as
output is actually solid waste. Today,
this intelligentsia condones the terror —
voluntarily or as a result of certain
pressures, vocally or by virtue of silence
— through its serf-like eagerness or as a
result of mortal fear.
This bureaucratic state, which carries
out the commands of its temporary
rulers, still attempts to convince us of
the idea that the USSR is the country
with the greatest social justice in all the
world. Yet, despite this, an even larger
worker receives meager kopecks, his
social insurance is several times less
than that of workers in the United
States, West Germany. Canada and
other countries. Our peasant lives in
conditions which are no better.
Prices are rising; many goods are;
unavailable, particularly foodstuffs. The

spiritual and cultural climate in Ukraine and the USSR has become
frightful to all civilized people. It is seen
as the embodiment of spiritual enslave
ment and the gulag, as an example of
the most wide-ranging repressions of
people and their consciences and the
destruction of entire peoples who are
decreed to be outside of the law.
Stalinism - that holiest of holies for
Soviet communism — exists to this day,
having virtually renewed its diabolical
rituals. The USSR has been trans
formed into a military and police state
with wide-ranging imperialist inten
tions. A good third and perhaps as
much as half of the all-union budget is
used to satisfy Soviet expansionism and
support the police climate within our
so-called socialist-fraternal country.
Having exported its practices to many
countries of the world, Soviet commu
nism carries the full responsibility for
all the bloody evils that are being
committed in such countries as Vietnam
and Cambodia, Cuba and China, Al
bania and Afghanistan, Czecho-Slovakia and East Germany.
The anti-human practice of the gulag
: archipelego is being spread throughout
(Continued on page 13)
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The Ukrainian men dominated the
track and field competition, winning 14
out
of a possible 42 medals. The high
(Continued from page I)
lights of the event were the perfor
stated that plans for the alternate mances of Borys and Lubomyr ChamOlympics were under way well in ad bul. In the discus event, Borys recorded
vance of the American call for a boycott a throw of 62.78 meters, beating the
of the Moscow Games, adding that the second-place finisher by nearly 14
main objective of the Free Olympiad meters. On his way to a gold medal in
concept was to focus attention on the the shot, brother Lubomyr registered a
broader problem of gaining sovereign- toss of 17.48 meters, a full 5.5 meters
nation status in international competi farther than the silver medalist.
tions for enslaved nations within the He also won a bronze medal
in the discus. The Ukrainians also swept
borders of the USSR.
the long jump and triple-jump competi
The competition was endorsed by tions.
many top Canadian government offi
In soccer, the Ukrainian squad,
cials. Members of the honorary com coordinated by Leonid Dovhaliuk and
mittee for the Free Olympiad included Hryts Ryhailo, captured the gold medal
such notable political figures as William with an impressive 3-1 record, scoring a
G. Davis, premier of Ontario; Joe Clark total of 11 goals while allowing only one
former Canadian prime minister and in the round-robin series. Armenia won
current opposition leader in the House the silver medal, while Latvia picked up
of Commons; Ed Broadbent. leader of the bronze.
the New Democratic Party; Larry
Members of the winning team were: I.
Grossman, Ontario minister of industry
and tourism; Flora McDonald, former Prokipchuk. A. Konsky, M. Shtefan, Y.
Dychkiwsky,
S. Melnyk, M. Sas, T.
minister for external affairs; and Stuart
Smith, leader of the Liberal opposition Ryhailo, A. Haba, R. Stadnyk, T.
Stadnyk. M. Kozak, B. Tkhoryk, M.
in the Ontario Parliament.
Tkhoryk (all members of the Ukraina
sports
club of Toronto); V. Tkacz, A.
Also on the committee were Steve
Paproski, former sports minister; Ru Bakun (Chornomorska Sitch sports
ben Betz, minister of culture and recre club of Newark); M. Hlushko, B.
ation. Dr. Y. Zmuidzinas (Lithuania), Kutsyna(SUM-A Krylati sports club of
Dr. E. Upeniecks (Latvia), I. Heinsor Yonkers); and I. Chyzowycz (Tryzub
sports club of Philadelphia).
(Estonia) as well as other officials.
The silver medal in men's volleyball
The actual sports activities began on went to the Ukrainian squad, which
Friday, July 4, with the lighting of a finished behind Latvia. Estonia won the
symbolic Olympic flame and a parade bronze. Ukrainian participation in the
of the athletes. The ceremonies event was coordinated by Pavlo Кеіет–
also included a cultural festival fea but and Oles Terletsky. Team members
turing choirs, bands and dance ensem were: A. Oleksiuk, R. Mytsyk, R.
bles in the native costumes of the Tkachuk, Y. Tkachuk, R. Makarushka,
participating communities.
Y. Kuritza (members of the Lionssports
club of Chicago); A. Kadykalo, V.
The largest and strongest contingent Drozdovsky, Y. Loiovsky, H. Sabat
at the Olympiad was the Ukrainian (Ukraina sports club).
team which won a total of 28 medals (11
gold, eight silver and nine bronze).
In basketball, the gold medal went to
Latvia finished with 27 medals (nine the Lithuanian team led by Leo Raugold, 12 silver, six bronze) as did tins, and the silver to Latvia, with the
Lithuania (nine gold, eight silver, 10 Ukrainian team picking up a bronze.
bronze). Estonian athletes won four The Ukrainian team included В. Pebronze medals, while Armenia picked lekh, S. Haras, H. Dolishny, P. Haras,
up a silver medal in soccer.
E. Kulyk, Y. Pelekh, V. Kordiuk, M.

5,000 attend...
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Here is an exceptionally able and attractive personality whose open dissent over a decade involved
him m the affairs of human rights activists. Ukrainian patriots. Jewish emigrants and Crimean Tatars. Here is
the same man punished by tour years of capbvity. hrst in jails, then in the toils of the KGB's corrupt
psychiatry And here is the heroic resistance of his wife and friends - the sine qua non lor the Western
campaign that eventually springs him from a Dnipropetrovske prison - and coon afterward from the Soviet
Union.
"Mr Plyushch tells this whole remarkable story with striking but not lake modesty. He constantly
digresses to expound his views on a multitude of related topics: cybernetics, psychology, psychiatry, potties,
history, sociology, anthropology, nahonalism. language, literature, ethics and - perhaps his ultimate
concern - philosophy Sometimes his thoughts are convenhonal. or tantaliie one by not being developed.
More often they are highly intelligent and shmulabng - as when he discusses the Soviet elite's trend toward
making itself hereditary or the need lor the democrabc movement to widen its platform."
PfTER RE00AWAY.

The New York Times Book Review
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Zhuk. P. Balaban, B. Lysyk, P. Hotsko,
B. Petryk. M. Korchak and Y. Zarytsky, all from the Toronto area. The
team was coordinated by L. Dovhaliuk.
In the women's track end field
events, the Lithuanian team was over
powering, capturing 16 out of 33 me
dals. The Lithuanians swept the 200
meters and the 400 meters and easily
won the 4 x 100-meter relay. In the field
events, they gained a gold and bronze
medal in the shotput, and picked up a
silver and a bronze in the javelin. The
winner of the javelin competition was
U krainian M. Levytsky, whose throw of
35.19 meters was 5 meters longer than
the second-place effort.
The Ukrainian men's and women's
track and field squads were coordinated
by Danko Sushko.
The Ukrainian women's volleyball
team won the bronze medal, finishing
behind Lithuania (gold) and Latvia.
The Lithuanian team was bolstered by
the play of Canadian Olympian Regina
Armonas. The Ukrainian team was
organized by Yulia Andrukhiv and
Daria Twafdowsky, who also played on
the squad. The team also included: I.
Darmochwal, P. Hoi, B. Kaskiv, L.
Tytska (Chornomorska Sitch); I. Zavadivsky, K. Olenchuk (Plast - Cleve
land); and A. Maliovany and Z. Stanko
(Ukraina).
Many notable members of the Uk
rainian sports community assisted in
the management and coordination of
the sports programs, among them
Oleksander Zheltvay (organizing chair
man of USCAK — the Association of
Ukrainian Sports Club in North Ameri
ca), who was the main coordinator of
the events; Ihor Chuma (USCAK ex
ecutive board member),who was the pub
lic address announcer, Taras Bidiak, head
of the basketball and soccer tourna
ments; Yuriy Huminilovych (USCAK
executive board member), coordinator
of the volleyball events.
Ukrainian judges at the volleyball
tournament were: Volodymyr Stochansky, A. Pavliv and R. Struhanyk.
Ukrainian members of the executive
committee included Oleh Kachmarsky
(chairman), B. Sushko (secretary), I.
Perehinets (treasurer), O. Zheltvay
(sports program director), and A.
Bandera, O. Stetsiv and L. Kvasnytsia,
(public relations committee).
During the closing ceremonies held in
the sports complex, Michael Wilson,
representing the Progressive Conserva
tive Party of Canada, echoed Gen.
Whitaker`s opening remarks regarding
the significance" of the Free Olympiad,
adding that the event should be held
until the nations now under Soviet
domination are allowed to take part in
international events under their own
national flags.
In his closing address to the partici
pants, Mr. Kachmarsky, chairman of
the Free Olympiad, said, "Let us today
make a pledge that we will meet again
and again until the true and free Olym
pic Games are finally held in the capitals
of our truly free homelands." Although individual athletes and
national teams were awarded medals
for their triumphs, no overall winner
was declared In keeping with the con
cept of the ancient Olympics. In addi
tion, all proceeds from the Free Olym
piad are to be used to aid prisoners of
conscience in the Soviet Union and their
families, and Afghan refugees.
A complete list of individual and
team winners of track and field events
follows.
Men's track and field
100 meters: I. A. Baziuk, Ukraine,
11.05 seconds; 2. Y. Kenins, Latvia,
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11.31; 3. T. Kidzhaskas, Lithuania,
11.33.
200 meters: I. A. Baziuk, Ukraine,
22.65; 2. A. Mikelsons, Latvia, 22.68; 3.
T. Kidzhaskas, Lithuania, ^2.70.
400 meters: 1-М. Sheparovych,
Ukraine, 53.68; 2. T. Kidzhaskas,
Lithuania, 53.70; 3. A. Birze, Latvia,
54.00.
800 meters: I. A. Birze, Latvia,
2:00.94; 2. Y. Izergalis, Latvia, 2:01.34;
3. P. Neura, Lithuania, 2:03.34.
1500 meters: I. M. Zheltkanis, Latvia,
4:04.33; 2. H. Kelms, Latvia, 4:10.03; 3.
D. Yaeger, Lithuania, 4:14.78.
3000 meters: I. M. Zheltkanis, Lat
via, 8:31.52; 2. R. Paulins, Latvia,
8:35.36; 3 H. Kelms, Latvia, 9:00.00.
4 x 100-meter relay: 1. K. Zamurs, A.
Mikelsons, A. Dzintars, Y. Kenins,
Latvia, 45.57; 2. Y. Runda, W. Sokolnyk, D. Galaida, A. Baziuk, Ukraine,
46.09; 3. P. Neura, H. Barzdukas, A.
Zyle, T. Kidzhaskas, Lithuania, 49.02.
4 x 400 relay: 1. A. Baziuk, W. Korol,
M. Sheparovych. Slyvka, Ukraine,
3:34.75; 2. G. Barsdukas, P. Neura, A.
Kiyavskas, A. Zyle , Lithuania,
3:34.85; 3. A. Mikelsons, Y. Kenins, Y.
Izergalis, A. Birze, Latvia, 3:39.72.
High jump: I. D. Zaresky, Ukraine,
1.95 meters; 2. L. Ozols, Latvia, 1.90; 3.
A. Ruzhytsky, Ukraine, 1.90.
Broad jump: 1. P. Stasiuk, Ukraine,
7.03 meters; 2. K. Felepchuk, Ukraine,
6.79; 3. Y. Luchkiv, Ukraine, 6.15.
Triple jump: I. P. Stasiuk, Ukraine,
13.94 meters; 2. K. Felepchuk, Ukraine,
13.33; 3. D. Zaretsky, Ukraine, 12.56.
Javelin: I. I. Starr, Latvia, 56.17
meters; 2. R. Stadnyk, Ukraine, 47.41;
3. R. Vessman, Estonia, 43.73.
Shotput: I. L. Chambul, Ukraine,
17.48 'meters; 2. fE. Petrus, Lithuania,
12.00; 3. I. Starr, Latvia, 12.00..
Discus: I. B. Chambul, Ukraine,'
62.78 meters; 2. A. Barkavskas, Lithu
ania, 48.82; 3. L. Chambul, Ukraine,
47.48.
Women's track and field
100 meters: 1. Violeta Oleka, Lithu
ania, 13.14 seconds; 2. Ulana Perfecky,
Ukraine, 13.16; 3. Diana Oleka, Lithu
ania, 13.29.
200 meters: I. V. Oleka, Lithuania,
26.25; 2. D. Oleka, Lithuania, 27.03; 3.
R. Orientas, Lithuania, 27.27.
400 meters: 1. V. Oleka, Lithuania,
1:02.31:2. D. Oleka, Lithuania, 1:03.05;
3. R. Orientas, Lithuania, 1:03.56.
800 meters: I. D. Valaitis, Lithuania,
2:26.31; 2. P. Danylyshyn, Ukraine,
2:29.15; 3. A. Kriisa, Estonia, 2:33.36.
1500 meters: 1. D. Valaitis, Lithu
ania, 5:03.59; 2. Ilze Ezerkalns, Latvia,
5:41.34; 3. Christine Zharowsky, Uk
raine, 5:48.40.
4 x 100 relay: 1. D. Oleka, V. Oleka,
R. Orientas, Ruta Mazelaite, Lithu
ania, 53.05; 2. M. Bartholds, A. Kankis,
L. Price, S. Baders, Latvia, 54.91; 3. I.
Bagan, W. Borychenko, N. Myhal, C.
Perfecky, Ukraine, 56.23.
High jump: I. A. Kankis, Latvia, 1.56
meters; 2. D. Oleka, Lithuania, 1.45; 3.
A. Summa, Estonia, 1.45.
Broad jump: 1. A. Kankis, Latvia,
4.89 meters; 2. M. Bartholds, Latvia,
4.87; 3. S. Baders, Latvia, 4.83.
Javelin: 1. M. Levytsky, Ukraine,
35.19 meters; 2. R. Mazelaite, Lithu
ania 30.43; 3. K. Biliunas, Lithuania,
28.19.
Shotput: I. R. Mazelaite, Lithuania,
11.47 meters; 2. J. Pakalos, Latvia,
10.79; 3. V. Oleka, Lithuania, 10.17.
Discus: I. J. Pakalos, Latvia, 31.10
meters; 2. L. Saldan, Ukraine, 26.36; 3.
M. Levytsky, Ukraine, 22.70.
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4. Develop programs for teacher
established emigre institutions. Particu
larly in the United States, we need to get training and education to carry out the
7,230 students in 114 schools, 568 out of the Ukrainian "ghetto" and enter above programs.
5. Develop an active community
teachers in the "ridna shkola" systems into society's political system. We need
and over 12,000 in the state public to become knowledgeable about the participation in all of the above-men
history
of
our
settlements,
so
that
we
do
tioned
endeavors.
school systems. Yet, being a demanding
We, Ukrainians in the diaspora, have
master teacher, he is dissatisfied with not make the same mistakes again. We
the quality .of education in the "ridni need to update and close the gap admirably succeeded in developing
between traditional Ukrainianism and dedicated, patriotic individuals. Now is
shkoly`` and in the state schools.
present necessities for ethnic survival. the time to develop equally excellent
His.analysis of the problem suggests
We need our educational institutions to organized Ukrainian communities.
that although individual components of
strive for excellence and quality.
the educational system in Canada are
Dr. Dmytro Bodnarczuk is chairman
Our educational institutions can meet
excellent, put together they do not work
properly. The weakness in this system is these needs. Until now, our youth of the social studies department of
the teacher, no matter how dedicated organizations, such as Plast, SUM-A, Pascack Valley Consolidated High
and patriotic he or she may be. More ODUM, and our educational institu School (N.J.). He holds a Ph.D. from
accurately, that weakness is the lack of tions such as the "ridni shkoly," Ukrain the Ukrainian Free University in Mu
professional training. This problem of ian parochial schools, colleges, insti nich and is affiliated with the university
professional teacher preparation can be tutes and universities, have brought up as a lecturer.
solved by the pedagogues concentrated literally thousands of young individuals
1
"Vybory і My," an editorial, Jersey City
at our educational institutions, such as in a spirit of Ukrainianism, persons who
New York, Svoboda, МауЗІ, 1980,col.
the Ukrainian Free University in Mu today occupy high professional posi and
1. 2p. 2.
nich and at the Ukrainian Research tions all over the world. Our communi
Roman Ilnytsky, "Pro Derzhavni Vy
Institute at Harvard University. How ties are rich in material resources, bory і pro Ukrainske `Labbi,' " Svoboda,
ever, it is the communities that should human talent and patriotism, and they May 25, 1980, and "Vybory z Ukraintsiamy
actively recruit the prospective teachers are dedicated to the cause of a free chy bez Ukraintsiv?" Svoboda, June 14,
from among the graduates of schools of Ukraine. What we need is to reorganize 1980.
3
Bobdan Wynnyczok, "Abandon Dif
Ukrainian subjects and finance their our priorities. This could be effectively
training to assure that children will accomplished through such worldwide ferences, Strive for Unity," The Ukrainian
February 17, 1980. p. 7.
political organizations as the World Weekly,
receive a quality education.
4
"Plyushch: Make use of 'real powers' ю
The analysis of these few articles Congress of Free Ukrainians and edu aid Ukraine," The Ukrainian Weekly, April
reveals a deep concern for the future of cational institutions such as the Ukrain 6, 1980.
5
Ukrainians as an organized group in the ian Free University.
O.T., "30-richchia "Ridnoi Shkoly u
These two institutions could perform Filiadelfii," Svoboda, May 1980.
diaspora. We need the young leaders to
6
the
following
services
for
the
Ukrainian
participate in and to sustain alreadyF. Lubynecka,"Ukrainske Shkilnytstvo
community in the diaspora:
v Oblychchi Trioch Pokolin," Svoboda,
June
7, 1980, part I; June 10, 1980, part 2.
1. Survey the key goals for survival
' L.K., "Chleny Shkilnoi Rady Inforof the Ukrainian ethnic group as an
muiut pro Svoi Pliany ta Pratsiu," Svoboda,
organized community.
June 13, 1980.
occupational regime in the form of the
2. Develop a philosophy of Ukrain
' Ibid., June 13, 1980.
so-called government of the Ukrainian ian ethnic survival in the diaspora based
' Ivan Bodnarchuk, "Do Ridnykh PrySSR, must become the spokesman for on the surveyed goals.
chaliv," Komisia Shkilnytstva pry Ontariynational self-expression.
3. Develop uniform educational skiy Radi KUK, Toronto-Winnipeg, 1979,
pp. 185-246.
In rejecting all speculations that the programs for ethnic survival.
Soviet authorities might make in regard Г Л Ш І
IIIIIHIIIIIIIIIHHIIliril"iHI
to our demands, we assert the following:
There's no place like Soyuzivka
A free Ukraine will provide the
possibility for Russians and other
peoples who are enslaved by today's
regime to attain freedom as well;
The Ukrainian
A free Ukraine will guarantee all
National
rights to all peoples who live on its
territories, including Russians and
Association
Poles, Jews and Tartars, Rumanians
^ j g ;
RESORT |
and Hungarians. We know all too well
in the Catskill Mountains,
what colonialist enslavement means;
near Keriionkson, N.Y.
And therefore, we assert to all people
that the inhabitants of our homeland
EACH FRIDAY - DANCE to the tunes of B. Hirniak's orchestra.
will be given the most wide-ranging
Soloist Ihor Rakowsky
political, economic and social rights.
The rights of national minorities and
Master of ceremonies - ANYA DYDYK
the various religious denominations will
SATURDAY, JULY 2 6 , 1 9 8 0 at 8:30 p.m.
be respected without qualification.

Can Ukrainian educational...
(Continued from page 6)

However, after examining Ukrainian
education from a broader view, it
appears that there is cause for alarm.
The enrollment of students in the
Ukrainian schools in the United States
declined from 10,000 during the 1950s
to about 3,000 today. According to F.
Lubynecka, one of the most important
reasons for this decline is the gap that
exists between the Ukrainian home,
which is becoming an extension of the
American environment, and the Uk
rainian schools which have only slightly
deviated from the "old line" (methods of
teaching and educational philosophy).6
Members of the UCCA Educational
Council are cognizant of these prob
lems. Their plans are: to adjust the
Ukrainian school programs to the
American programs; to improve com
munication among Ukrainian schools;
and to recruit a "person of good will,"
presumably to the Educational Council,
who works both in the American and
Ukrainian school systems.8
The news from Canada, where more
favorable political conditions exist,
deals with a quite different problem.
Ivan Bodnarchuk in his latest work,
"Do Ridnykh PTychaliv,"9 reports
about an unprecedented enrollment of

Ukrainian Patriotic...
(Continued from pate 11)

the world, leaving us, Ukrainians, no
hope for the future. The USSR is being
transformed into a gendarme which
threatens the entire planet with war and
violence. We know quite well what is
threatening humanity, for in the past 60
years of relentless war which the socalled government of the Ukrainian
SSR has been waging against its own
people, we have lost so many lives that
we can place with certainty the names of
the treacherous temporary rulers in
Kiev alongside the names of Pol Pot
and Iehg Sary, their Communist
comrades-in-arms.
Thus, this so-called Ukrainian
government has been implementing a
policy of national genocide for 60 years.
What other government on the face of
the earth is capable of imitating the
Ukrainian government in its act of
transforming the feelings of patriotism
into a state crime? Among sovereign
states, there is no such government;
even today's colonial viceroys would
not permit this.
Consequently, we, the victims of
political repression in Ukraine, turn to
our nation, to the governments of all the
countries of the world, and to the
United Nations and announce our
desire to secede from the USSR. We are
forced to do this because the official
government .of the Ukrainian SSR,
which in the final analysis is an
occupational regime, will never raise
this demand. We are forced to do this
because every day that Ukraine remains
within the USSR leads us closer to our
demise as a nation...(illegible).
We are not violating the state
constitution; we are seeking the only
possible means for averting our spritual
and national destruction and attaining a
dignified existence. We turn to all
people who live on the territory of the
USSR and call on them to support our
demand. It is necessary to unite all our
efforts in this cause, in order to conduct
a referendum under openly democratic
conditions, controlled by a commission
;of observers from the United Nations.
-The Ukrainian: pubt^, Ja'fyJ; jetf" the

SOYUZIVKA

A free Ukraine could become a
hopeful bulwark for the West against
Communist expansionism. It would
also create a more healthy political
climate within the neighboring
countries to the West. A free Ukraine
would help all nations which constitute
the USSR in attaining a dignified form
of existence. The decolonization of the
USSR is the single guarantor of peace
for the entire world. Freedom for
Ukraine! Freedom for all nations which
are under the yoke of the Communist
empire!

U. of Minnesota
researcher surveys
UNA records
ST. PAUL, Minn. - Susan H.
Shreve, directorof the Ethnic Fraternal
Project at the University of Minnesota
Immigration History Research Center,
is conducting research on fraternal
organizations in the United States.
She recently visited the UNA head
quarters, where' she met with officers
aritf;staff aiidsufyey^ ytacll^'Tecords.

Una Beluts and Mykola Fabryka - baritone
Accompaniment - Irena Fabryka
10 p.m. DANCE - "CHERV0NA KALYNA" orchestra
SUNDAY, JULY 2 7 1 9 8 0
Art exhibit Christine Holowchak- Debarry
SATURDAY, AUGUST 2 , 1980 at 8:30 p.m.
CONCERT - Andrij Dobrianskyj - bass-baritone, New York Metropolitan Opera
Roman Osadchuk - tenor
Pianist - Thomas Hrynkiv
10 p.m. DANCE - "Soyuzivka" Orchestra under the direction of Alec Chudolij
soloist -`` Ihor Rakowsky
SUNDAY, AUGUST 3, 1 9 8 0
Art exhibit Mykhaylo Moroz
SATURDAY, AUGUST 9, 1 9 8 0 at 8:30 p.m.
"DUMKA" chorus under the direction of S. Komirny
10 p.m. DANCE - "ISKRA" - orchestra
SUNDAY. AUGUST 10, 1980
Art exhibit - J. Hnizdowsky
SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1980 at 8:30 p.m.
Ukrainian Dancers of Astoria - Elaine Oprysko
10 p.m. DANCE "Tempo" orchestra
SUNDAY, AUGUST 17 3 p.m. -

art exhibit -

Dr Bohdan Kondra

UNWIA DAY ("Den Soyuzianky")

The large air conditioned Dance Hall "Veselka"
Soyuzivkd:(9i4) 6 2 6 - 5 6 4 1
даимавіійідо::
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LUC to sponsor
retreat for men

Young UNA'ers

PHILADELPHIA - The League of
Ukrainian Catholics will sponsor its
first annual retreat for men of Ukrai
nian Catholic parishes at St. Josaphat's
Seminary in Washington on August 2224.
The cost for the weekend is S40,
including meals from Friday dinner to
Sunday lunch and sleeping accommo
dations.
Only 36 men can be accommodated.
Reservations are on afirstcome — first
served basis.
To make reservations, forward pay
ment to Msgr. Walter Paska, St. Jo
saphat's Seminary, 201 Taylor St. N.E.,
Washington D C . 20017 or the Rev.
John P. Stevensky, 415 N. Front St.,
Minersville. Pa. 17954.

Economic...
( C o n t i n u e d f r o m page 7)

Samantha Christine Nelson (above),
daughter of Doreen and Tom Nelson of
Rtdgefield, Conn., is one of the young
est members of UNA Branch 312.
Samantha's grandmother Nettie Sherby
is assistant secretary of the branch; her
great grandmother Julia Sharyk has
been secretary of the branch for 32 Five-month-old twins Thomas Charles (left) and Lauren Marie are shown above
years. All of Mrs. Sharyk's grand with their mother Andrea Marie (nee Keybida) Severini. The twins, grandchildren
children and great grandchildren are of Andrew and Evelyn Keybida of Maple wood, N.J., are members of UN A Branch
members of UNA Branch 312.
322. Mr. Keybida is secretary of the branch.

вюроовшаовооо(

come join us

0

"Maybe
it will
go
away.w
The five most
dangerous
words in the
English
language.

St Josaphats " 940 Ridge Road E u t ' Rochester. N e w York
ARTIITS/CHATreMEN IMVITED TO PARTICIPATE
CONTACT: BOHOAN WENQLOWSKYJ. І З SCOTCH LANE.
ROCHESTER. N.Y. 14417 ' 714-1414111

aug. 14 -15 -16 -17
FRCf A0HIS4KMI

American
Cancer
Society

Я В MRKIHO

HELP WANTED

According to the latest writing of
former President Richard M. Nixon,
the negative consequences may have
already begun. In his book titled The
Real War, he warns that in reality,
"World War HI," or a battle for control
of the Western world, may have already
begun - and that we are losing. Also,
he cites Soviet President Leonid Brezh
nev's proclamation that oil and mineral
deposits in Africa constitute the trea
sure-house of the Western world, and
that their control will indicate who has
true global power...and, in fact, which
entities will exist or cease to exist.
As a consequence of such bold words,
the United States cannot be content
simply to apply passive labels to our
relations with the" USSR such as "de
tente" or "cold war" and let it go at that.
This is because such sober realizations
by "the other side" have the grim
prospect of turning things much "hot
ter" - at a moment's notice.
In conclusion, then, a look at the
1980s indicates how an economic prob
lem can easily affect other aspects of
life, particularly if not properly planned
for and handled. Otherwise, the pursuit
by the United States and other industialized countries of basic industrial
growth can hastily deteriorate into a
war for control of the scarce resources
which fuel this growth - ultimately
threatening the very existence of these
states.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED!

THE SAGA
OF UKRAINE

WANTED
TYPESETTER
to work 8 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. shift
at SV0B0DA PRESS.
Will train
Good working conditions .and benefits.
Typing skill and knowledge of English language required.
Apply in person at:

at the very least, control over those
Arab countries who now themselves
control this precious commodity. The
political repercussions (including pos
sible military confrontation between the
United States and the USSR) are
awesome indeed.

AN OUTLINE HISTORY THE AGE OF HEROISM

By Myron B. Kuropas
S4.00 (Handling and postage charges included)
NOW AT OUR BOOKSTORE "SVOBODA"
New Jersey residents 5^ sales tax

SVOBODA
30 Montgomery St.
Jersey City. N. J. 0 7 3 0 2
(201) 434-0237

SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
1НІ ЛСІ Of HFR0ISM

30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
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Map of Ukraine offered for sale
LITTLETON, Colo. - A map of
Ukraine by cartographer Prof. Volodymyr Kubijovyc and his associate
Prof. Arkadij Zukovskyj, is available
in English and Ukrainian editions from
the Ukrainian Academic Press here.
The 21.5-by-41.5-inch four-color map
indicates, the present boundaries of the
Ukrainian SSR and its oblasts, as well
as the boundaries of the Ukrainian
territory and that of ethnically mixed
regions in the 1930s.
Inserts show a plan of the capital city,
Kiev, with its major points of interest,
and a detailed close-up of the Donets
Basin.
The Library of Congress translitera
tion is used for all geographical names.
However, some major cities have two
accepted spellings of their names listed
(i.e., Kiev fKyjiwJ). Also, important
cities, whose names were changed under
the Soviets, are shown with their рге–
Soviet names in parentheses under their
current names (i.e., Dnipropetrovske
fKaterynoslavJ; Ivano-Frankivske(Stanyslavivj).
The map comes with a 30-page Ьоок–
let (in English or Ukrainian) which
provides valuable information on Ukrainian ethnic territory and popula
tion, complete with statistical charts, a
table of transliteration, list of abbrevia
tions and an exhaustive index of cities.
Dr. Kubijovyc is editor-in-chief ofthe
Encyclopedia of Ukraine and president
of the Shevchenko Scientific Society in
Europe. An internationally known
scholar, geographer and educator;
living in Sarcelles, France, he is the
author of numerous publications in the
fields of geography and demography.
Dr. Zukovskyj is a member of the
editorial board of The Encyclopedia of

Sisters say thanks
for ``spruce-up"
SLOATSBURG,N.Y. - The Sister
Servants of Mary Immaculate have sent
a letter of thanks and appreciation to
the members of the League of Ukrain
ian Catholics who participated in the
recent 10-day "Spruce-Up Sloatsburg"
project here.
The sisters, in the letter addressed to
the Rev. John Stevensky, LUC spiritual
director, and LUC members, wrote in
part: "Your accomplishments are super,
and they will always be treasured
because they were performed by very
special hands...Your contributions to
this wonderful project will always be
remembered and the memory of the
beautiful people who worked so dili
gently not counting the cost will remain
forever."

6tElSFfY-SUU.Co..N.Y.
t Ш 12 ten bomesitts level, wooded, near
efcerthee and shopping. 11.500 per ten
REBER REAL ESTATE

L

" ",N.Y
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FOR SALE

-EXXON GARAGE ft GAS S T A T I O N
і

Fully equipped, excelent front end
machine, 2 appartments above garage.
3V4 acre lot in rear.

і

Route 209
ІІ
WARWARSING, N. Y.
Call evenings 1 (914) 647-6509,

or 1 (914) 647-6671

j

Ji
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HNIZDOVSKY

U kraine and professor of Slavic civiliza
tion at the Sorbonne in Paris.
The map was published in 1978 by
Reliefkartographie und Druck Karl
Wenschow, Munich, Germany.

A Catalogue Raisonne by ABE M. TAHIR. Jr. with a foreword by PETER A. WICK
and an autobiographical essay by JACQUES HNIZDOVSKY.
Price J25.00 hard bound, Postage and handling one dollar.
New Jersey residents add ЬЧ, sales tax.

Copies of this publication (English
text - ISBN 3-87378-485-8, Ukrainian;
text - ISBN 0-87287-234-3) may be
ordered from Ukrainian Academic
Press, P.O. Box 263, Littleton, Colo.'
80160 for S20 (S24 outside the United
States).
.

SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
30 M orrtgomery Street

Jersey City. N J . 07303

THE CARPATHIAN SKI CLUB OF NEW YORK
under the auspices of the
A S S O C I A T I O N O F U K R A I N I A N S P O R T S C L U B S IN N O R T H A M E R I C A ( U S C A K )
will hold

THE

ANNUAL

TENNIS AND SWIMMING COMPETITION
at SOYUZIVKA

/N OBSERVANCE

I

iirlr'j"/T '.""V'
- "" '7-jpj.

1

WOODCUTS, 1944 - 1975

OF THE 25th ANNIVERSARY

OF THE USCAK

TENNIS TOURNAMENT

SWIMMING COMPETITION

for individual C H A M P I O N S H I P S of USCAK
and trophies of the
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, SOYUZIVKA,
SVOBODA, THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY, and the
арогНаиааіЬІр Trophy of Mrs. MARY DUSHNYCK

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30, 1980
for INDIVIDUAL and TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS
UNA MEDALS ft TROPHIES
in the following events for males and females

Qualifications: This competition fa open to any player
wheat dub fa a member of USCAK. - Singles matches are
scheduled fa the following division: Men, Women, Women (35 tad
over). Junior Vets (35-44), Senior Men (45- end 55), Junior (Boys and
СИа).
T
Juniors are persons aged 18 and under, while seniors are
those over 45 years of age.
Registration for tennis matches, including name, age,
division and the fee of S10.00 should be send to:
SOYUZIVKA
е/о Мім Anya Dydyk
Kerbonkson, N. Y. 12444
Registrations should be received no later than August 22.
1980. No additional applications will be accepted before the
competitions, since the schedule or matches will be Vorked out ahead
of time.
S C H E D U L E OF MATCHES:
FRIDAY. August 29, - Soyuzivka. 1:00 p.m. Men's pre
liminary round. Players who must compete in this round
will ` be notified by the tournament committee by
Wednesday, August 27.
SATURDAY, August 30, - Soyuzivka, 8:30 a.m. - First round
junior girls (all age groups), junior vets, senior men. women and
women 35 and over. New Pahz, 8:30 a.m. Men's first round.
Soyuzivka, 10:30 a.m. Juniors (all age groups). New Pahz, 10:30
a.m. Men's consolation round. Soyuzivka, 3:30 p.m. Senior men
55 and over. Time and place of subsequent matches will be
designated by tournament director R. Rakotchyj, Sr.
Players in men's division, scheduled to compete Friday but
unable to arrive on this day, as well as losers in the prelimenary
round, can compete in the consolation round.
Because of limited time and the large number of entries.
1
players can compete in one group only they must indicate their
choice on the registration blank.
Players who fail to report for a scheduled match on time will be
defaulted.

8-10 yean of age
25 m. free-style
50 m. free-style

25 m. breast-stroke
4 s 25 free-style relay

11-12 yean of age
25 m. free-style
50 m. free-style
25 m. breast-stroke
4 X 25 m. free-style relay
13-14 yean of age
50 m. free-style
100 m. free-style
50'm. breast-stroke
100 m. individual medley
4 X 50 m. free-style relay
15 and over `
50 m. free-style
100 m. free-style
50 m. breast-stroke
100 m. individual medley
4 X 50 m. medley relay
There will be no limit on the number of competitors in each
event. Swimmers can compete in no more than three individual
events and one relay.
Meet director Roman Slysh.
Registration, including name and address, club, event, age
and SI.50 fee per person, should be mailed lo:
Dr ROMAN SLYSH
88 Boxwood Drive,
Hershey. Pa. 17033
Tel.: (717) 533-6491
Registration will also be accepted ai poolside before the
meet at 9:30 a.m.

Reservations should be made individually by the competitors by writing to:
Soyuzivka, Ukrainian National Ass`n Estate, Kerhonkson, N. Y.12446; (914) 626-5641

(914)557-8600

^ . ^ . . ^ . .

-

JFa

1.
2.

REGISTRATION FORM - TENNIS ONLY
Please cut out and send in with reg. fee of JI0.00
Name:
Address:

3.

Phone:

4.

Pate of birth:

FOR SALE
aaiife
I fm

-

5. Event - age group:
6. Sports club membership:
Check payable to: KLK, American Ukrainian Sports Club.
JW^^AVyyVrWWWWw\rVVwV\rVVWvV\rtr\rV\rWWwVW
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore
THE UKRAINIAN POETS. U89-1962 - Selected and tr. by C. H. Aadnrsysheii and

THE UKRAINIANS Of MARYLAND - edited/written by:

N w mmm. Paul FoxkaA, WoMyyr C. ШтшШЛт

HISTORY OF P U S H I W S " W l T A M " - b y J ^ P . P i o h

8 7 75

8 3.75
I 5.75
DISPLACED PERSON - by Marie Наїм.Mock, decorations by Allen Davis .

by VyadMilav Choraovil, iutrodtictiofl by Frederick
„
S MS

THE VULNERABLE RUSSIANS - by L n E. rjobriansky..
UKRAINE IN A CHAN6IN6 WOUO. Papen presented i t tbt conference dedicated
to tfce 30th A—iwrmy of MM Founding of Шггітп l?uarterfy. ed. toller
Oushnyck. П.0

THE INTERNATIONAL SAKHAR0V HEARING fcrtaHeras4Mstaaiid0rest0lkovyck...

SI2.50

П О Л У М ' Я Н І М Е Ж І - Поаае тдаемш в и п М Олива Te.ih.ei уаоамшгу–
ажле й переклала Оржсе Прмгосм
IN Of FEMSC OF THE UKRAINE CAUSE by Roman Rakhmanny

S12.S5

POLISH ATROCITIES IN UKRAINE-compiled and edited by Emit Revyuk

S 4.00

"SYM0NENK0- A STUDY IN SEMANTICS "by Igor Shankovsky

S 8.00

t 5.95
SPIRITOFUKRAINE-UkrainUncontributionstoworld'sculturebyD.Snoeryd... І 2.50
810.00

SPRUCE. SWAMP AND STONE - A History of the Pion.tr Ukrainian Settlements.
in the Girali Area - by Michael Ewanchuk
SHOO
THE MASTER SJES1S — Ivan Franko. translated by Roman Tatchyn
П А Н С Ь К І Ж А Р Т И - і—и Шртт, т а м и

ENGLISH-UKRAINIAN Dictionary - by M. L Podvesko,.

BOUNDARIES OF FUME - A Complete Collection of Poetry - Olera Teliha. Com
piled and Translated by Orysia Prokopiw
8 6.95
815.00

THE U K M I N I M ECONOMY - its kackeraawi. present status led potentials of
foturtpowthlryNicholajLFr.-Cbiroviiy..
і
8 2.00
THE CHORNOVU PAPERS СІаЦцоп

LOOK WHO'S COMING Tkt Wachna Story, by Mary Paaimtdis. Illustration
by William Kurelek
8 0.00
HISTORY'S CARNIVAL - A Dissident's Autobiography by Leonid Ptyushch.
edited and translated by Marco Carynnyk
814.95

M M K M M - TIM worts of УШИТТЯ M0R02 by Yafostw M M . iartroawctJoa by
Dr. Paul I Gersper

A HISTORTOHHE RUSSIAN EMPIRE-VoluneH by Nicholas L FRl-Cbirovsity

і ЇЛО

110 00

Human Rights in tkt USSR. ed. by

UKRAINE AND THE EUROPEAN TURMOIL 1917-1919 In 2 volumes by Matthew
Stachiw. Peter I. Sterchoand NicholasL.F.Chirovsky
820.00
TRADITIONAL UKRAINIAN COOKERY - by Savella Stechishm. (Handhng and
postage charges included)

812.00

DIPLOMACY OF DOUBLE MORALITY Ukraine 1919-1939 by Peter G.Stercho

S15.00

Europe's Crossroad in Carpatho-

І 8.95

HNIZDOVSKY - Woodcuts. 1944-1975 a catalogue raisonne by Aba M.Tabir.Jr

J25.00

A HISTORY OF UKRAINE - b y Michael Hrushevsky

827.50

THE UKRAINE. 1117-1921: A STUDY IN REVOLUTION - edited by Tans Hunczak
with the assistance of John T. von der Heide. Cambridge. Hats.: Harvard Uk
rainian Research Institute 1977.424 pates-hard bound
,
815.00

THE USSR n (ML MIKHAIL STERN - Soviet "Justice" vs. Human Rights. The only
Upe recording of a trial smuggled out of the Soviet Union. Edited by August
Stem, translated from the Russianby Marco Carynnyk. 287 pages-hard

REVOLUTIONARY VOICES - Ukrainian Political Prisoners condemn Russian colo
nialism, by Slave Stetsko
8 o.S0

A STUDY OF VASYL'STEFANYK: THE PAIN AT THE HEART OF EXISTENCE" by O.S.
Struk. with foreword by G.S.N. luckyj.-bound
8 8.50
The Ukrainian Herald issw t . DISSENT rN UKRAINE - an underground journal from
Soviet Ukraine. Trans, from the Ukrainian and ed. by Ltsya Jones and Bohdan
Yason
„.. 8 6.95

GRANITE OBELISKS - by Vasyl

UKRAINIAN EMBROIDERY by Ann Kaiit. Johanna Loeiow. loretta locicw

UKRAINE: A Brief History by RoaianSxporlrt

S14.95

REPORT FROM THE BERIA RESERVE - Tkt protest writing of VAUNTYN M0R02
Soviet Ukrainian political prisorter. ed. and trans, by John Xolasky
S 2.95
ГНЕ SHATTERED ILLUSION - The History of Ukrainian Pro-Commnnist Organiza
tions in Canada by John Kolasky
hard 115.00
soft S 7.95
TWO YEARS IN SOVIET UKRAINE - A Canadian's personal account of Russian
oppressionandthegrowingopposition.byJohnKolasky
І 3.95
UKRAINIANS ABROAD - Offprint from UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
by Volodymyr Kubijovyc
S 3.00

8 3.00

UKRAINIANS ДНО JOTS - articles, testimonies, letters and official documents
dealing with interrelations of Ukrainians and jews in the past and present.
A SYHPOSIUM- published by UCCA
І і 00
ОМОМ KaTUf - Voraort ма Ш
Freie Unjvorsitat

Caston. E k t f w k r ^ ^ l " b a w . l l t a t a i s t k i

voi.1

nut

Vol. II

tM-se

COMMUNICATION MEDIA AMD SOVIET NATIONALITY POLICY - States of tkUoul
liaajwataiiati)^tT.V.ieMdcaatiacbyla^Varyka
8 2JM
lvaiFtaaAa:HISTH0OeHTSAe0STIrUeeiiS-byNkhe4asWiev^

THEUKRAINIANS IN AMERICA-Dy Myron B.Kuropas

8 7.75

8 4.95

DIE S0WJETISHE NATI0NALITATEHP0LITIC NACH STALINS TOO (1953-1970) - by
Borys Lewyttkyj
811.00

THE UKRAINIAN AMERICAN INDEX - The Ukrainian Weakly 1978
by Christine I. Wynar
FOR A BETTER CANADA - b y Senator Paul Yoyk.

THEIR UNO - An Antholodyof Ukrainian Short Stories by Michael Luchkovich

8 3.00

FATHER AGAPIUS HONCHARENK0 - First Ukrainian Priest in the United States by
Theodore Luciw
S1O00
MODERN UKRAINIAN SHORT STORIES - ed. by George S. N. luckyj

S 1.50

HETMAN OF UKRAINE- IVAN HA2EPPA- by Clarence A. Manning

S 3.50

Ivan Franko. P0EUS — from translations of Percival Cundy by Clarence A. Manning J 4.50
UKRAINE UN0aTHESOVinS-byCtareiKeA.Maiiniiag
IN THE GERMAN MILLS OF DEATH 1941-1941 by Petro Mirchok

S 3.50
S 6 95

BUKOVIHIAtl UKRAINIANS - a historical background and their self-determination
ml918byl.M Nowosiwsky
І 7.00
CATARACT - by Mykhaylo Otadchy

J 3.95

THE ANARCHISM OF NESTOR MAKHN0. 1911-1921. An Aspect of the Ukrainian
Revolution Edited by Michael Palij. 428 pages - hardbound
S14.S0

UKRAINIANS ІЯ PENNSYLVANIA - a contribution to the growth of tke c
)raalth.;—Softbound
„
„.
w
ш

Please select the book or books you wish to have and send remittance by check
or monev order, including postage Я .00 to J3.00 (depending on the.number of
books) and a 596 sales tax for New Jersey residents, to:
SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City. N J . 07303

Announcing...
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Ukrainian American
мнем:
Т И Ukrainian Weekly
1978
Published by

SHEVCHENKO S TESTAMENT - by John

Tie UkrilBliD ittotrca FNItflUOfl. He.

